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Finance report shows Murray doing quite well
We haven't had the
kinds of problems the
state has had over the
past six months.

I
— Don Leet
Murray City
Financial Officer

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
In a time when the state government is scrambling for all the revenue it can find, the city of Murray
appears to be doing quite well financially.
That was the report given by City
Finance Officer Don Leet during a
meeting of the Murray City
committee
Council's finance
Tuesday evening. The meeting was
the first in a series of discussions
that will last until May and will pro-

duce a new city budget in June.
"The overall finances of the city
and its departments have not suffered any significant losses over the
past year," Leet said. "We haven't
had the kinds of problems the state
has had over the past six months."
As the state has faced a multimillion dollar deficit situation, the
city of Murray is projecting a
$175,000 increase in its combined
receipts from insurance and property tax growth. Total receipts for the
2001-02 fiscal year totaled

$5,245,006, outdistancing the city's 84 days of operation.disbursements for the year by
The city will also be adding a
$361,725.
projected $120,000 in alcohol reguThe city's fund reserve also rose latory fees to its revenue total for
during the past fiscal year from the fiscal year. However that money
$1,208,319 to $1,570,044. While must go back into alcohol-related
that may seem like a large amount expenses, such as administrative
of money, Leet said it would not costs and equipment purchases
cover the city long in an emergency related to alcohol enforcement.
situation.
Approximately $21,000 of that total
"We're up above a little bit what is being recommended to go toward
we normally are, but I feel like new equipment purchases for the
that's needed," he said. "Basically, police department during the next
if we had no money, that would be fiscal year.

For the current fiscal year, the
fire department was allowed to purchase some equipment. but Leet
said that would not be recommended again this year.
The recommended employee
salary increases from city's finance
department for the next fiscal year
are currently being figured using the
amount of employees' salaries as a
base point. The current proposal.
Leet said, would have employees

NI See Page 2A

WAR with IRAQ Launch launches child abuse awareness

AP rhn
ALL FIRED UP! ... A flight deck crew watches a F/A-18
Hornet being launched past them from the deck of the USS
Harry S. Truman for a strike operation over Iraq early today.

developments
Key
• U.S. ground forces charged from two directions in the south into
the ''Red Zone," the daunting bastion of Iraqi resistance ringing
Baghdad, after battling past elite Republican Guard troops outside
Karbala and at a key bridge over the Tigris River.
• American forces fighting for the bridge "destroyed" the
Republican Guard's Baghdad Division, a U.S. general saia.
• Farther south in Najaf, Iraqi soldiers shot at American troops
from inside one of the world's most important Shiite shrines, U.S.
commanders said. Coalition forces withheld return fire.
• American troops rescued Army
Ptc. Jessica Lynch, who had been
held as a prisoner of war in Iraq since
she and other members of her unit
were ambushed March 23. The news
caused her hometown of Palestine,
W. Va., to erupt into a joyous celeAP Photo
bration.
• In a new statement, Saddam
reportedly declared "victory is at hand," and urged Iraqis to rise up in
a "jihad" — or holy war — against coalition forces. The message was
read by a broadcaster on Iraqi TV, but it could not be immediately
determined if the statement was actually from the Iraqi leader.
• The United States and Turkey agreed on an "early warning" system to avert friction between Turkey and Iraqi Kurds. The agreement,
worked out by Secretary of State Colin Powell and a Turkish leader,
was designed to reduce any likelihood of Turkey moving military
forces into northern Iraq.
• Other stories can be found on Page 3A of today's Murray Ledger
& Times.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
"No! It isn't true! It simply can't
be true!"
These were the words of a lady
named Bonnie Finney from
Virginia, who several years ago was
forced to face the sobering reality
that her grandson, Bubba, had been
killed by the boyfriend of his mother, Finney's daughter. This after
Bubba had been placed in foster
care, only to be returned to the abusive atmosphere by the court system.
The saga ended with the
boyfriend stuffing Bubba in a tool
box and dumping the deceased child
into a swamp. Out of this. Finney
became motivated to do what she
could to help other children and
make their plights known — that it
is true that many children are in danger.
She tied a light blue ribbon to the
antenna of her van and began driving around het t:;wn,-trying to make
people wonder what was on her
mind. Little by little, it appears the
message is connecting. Now, the
month of April is observed as
National Child Abuse Prevention
and Awareness Month and that light
blue color is still as prevalent as
ever, spearheading the annual Blue
Ribbon Campaign for Child Abuse
Prevention.
"She chose blue, because it signified the bruising that her grandson
and others have endured," said
Renee Buckingham, service region
administrator for the Kentucky
Cabinet For Families and Children
(CFC)and one of several people on
hand for Tuesday's kickoff to the
Calloway County's observation of
National Child Abuse Prevention
and Awareness Month.
A total of 71 light-blue balloons.
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & TIrres
BALLOONS OF PURPOSE ... A total of 71 light blue balloons were released at noon Tuesday in
observance of National Child Abuse Prevention and Awareness Month in Calloway County. The
release was held at the Kentucky Cabinet for Families and Children office on Sixth Street in
Murray.
Tuesday's ceremony was the first abuse or neglect were confirmed in
representing the confirmed cases of
child abuse in the county during the of several that will be held in the Jackson Purchase Region in
past year, were released into the sky Calloway County and throughout 2001 with McCracken County's 263
above Murray. "We're hoping the the nation this month. The CFC, cases topping the list. However that
balloons would be seen from other along with Calloway's Court is just for cases where abuse has
parts of the town, and that it would Appointed Special Advocates been confirmed. There were 316
make people really think about this (CASA) Program and several other others in Calloway last year that
issue," Buckingham added. "At area agencies, are partners in the were investigated, but enough evinoon, like we're doing today, it's month-long observance with the tra- dence for action to be taken was not
hard for a lot of people to make it ditional ribbons serving as featured uncovered.
-These things remain hidden
items.
here to be part of this.
Fashion statements, though, are until something is done. I mean,
"Maybe if they see all these balloons floating over the town, that the not what this campaign is trying we're not going to know unless
will make them aware that we all to promote; protecting children from
harm is, as a total of 645 cases of MI See Page 2A
have to do our part."

Weaks Center re-opening
drawing closer,end ofApril
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Tenants of the new George Weaks Community
Center are eagerly awaiting moving into the new building.
"We're just sitting on go," said Eric Kelleher,
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center director.
"We've already started packing."
The Weaks Center was originally slated to open at the
first of April, but architect Pat Kerr asked the Weaks
Center board for a 21-day extension to get as many finishing touches completed on the building as possible.
This year's bad winter put a delay on the parking lot
project, which might not be complete by the time the
building opens at the end of this month.
"For about a month there, there was nothing happening, and it's been due to the weather," Kelleher said.
"We knew we were going to be pushing it."
Regardless of the delay, Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins said he felt the $1.6 million proj-

Murray, KY 42071
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Present And Future.

•See Page 2A
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DELICIOUS ... It was a chocoholic's dream at the Murray
Woman's Club Tuesday as the Kappa Department presented
an -Evening of Chocolate Delight.- a fundraiser for Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) featuring a selection
of chocolate items from various local businesses. Rayeann
Wilkins from the Cracker Barrel names the different goodies
the restaurant provided for the event.
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ect ran very smooth. "It is pretty much what we expected," he said.
Elkins said the only thing now is to get all the tenants
moved in at the end of the month.
"They are anxious to get into the building," he said of
the service agency tenants who will soon work from the
new center, located on Poplar Street. "It seems to move
much smoother when everyone is in one building."
This move will have an effect on agencies that have
grown accustomed to their surroundings, though.
Kelleher said participation has grown quite a bit since
the Senior Citizens have moved to St. Leo Catholic
Church's Parrish Center. He said the center used to serve
lunch to about 40 people but is now averaging 60, and
with the close location to Murray State University, there
has also been an increase in student volunteers.
"It's been an awfully good time," he said.
The most difficult part about getting into the ne‘k
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Plane detained in San Jose on fears of mystery illness •Child abuse
SAN JOSE. Calif.(AP)— Five passengers on
a flight from Tokyo were cleared of a mystery illness from Asia after the jetliner was stopped on
the tarmac in what first looked like a public
health emergency.

PATRICK TEHAN. The San Jose Mercuty-NewsAP Photo

ILLNESS PLANE.. An American Airlines aircraft inbound to the United States from Asia
sits on the tarmac at San Jose International
Airport

American Airlines Flight 128 front Tokyo to
San Jose stopped short of the gate and was
flanked by ambulances after the airline alerted
the San Jose airport about the scare. said Todd
Burke. a spokesman for the airline. After 10
hours in the air, the 125 passengers and 14 crew
members waited as health officials in surgical
masks came on board.
But when doctors had cleared all five people
hours later, the situation turned into a testament
to fears surrounding little-understood severe
acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS, which has
killed more than 60 people worldwide.
"It took a tremendous amount of resources to
do this," said Dr. Karen Smith, the Santa Clara
County health officer who boarded the plane. "If
every flight from Asia has someone coughing on
it and has to go through the same procedure, I just
don't see how that's feasible."
Doctors cleared two passPngers on board and
sent three others to a hospital. Those three did not

appear particularly ill and were quickly J,
charged. said Tad Hurst, an emergency room ds.
tor at Santa Clara Valley Medical Center.
Of primary concern was whether they had
spent time in areas where SARS outbreaks have
occurred — in mainland China, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Hanoi, Vietnam. Initial reports
were that four of the five who reported feeling
sick may have boarded in Tokyo after flying from
Hong Kong, said Joy Alexiou, a spokeswoman
for the Santa Clara County Public Health
Department.
More than 1,600 cases of the illness have been
reported so far worldwide, including 69 cases in
the United States. None of the U.S. cases have
been fatal.
Last week, evidence surfaced that SARS can
be caught on airplanes. Hong Kong authonties
said several tourists on an Air China flight caught
.the disease after flyjni with another SARSinfected passenger.

Federal report
:Millions unaccounted
:for at Kentucky State
Ky. (AP) -. FRANKFORT.
Kentucky State University should
• repay the federal government
•S28,000 and make sure that $3.6
million was properly spent, a feder:al iinestigation concluded.
The U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Inspector
General said in a report that KSU
Licked sufficient documentation for
more than 528.000 spent from the
federal Title III program that assists
historically black colleges and uni'.ersities.

Weaks
From Front

BRANDI WILLIAMS/ Ledger & Times photo

LAYING IT DOWN ... Joel Coffman, left, and Shane Vandebellee
put some finishing touches on the George Weaks Community
Center basketball goal Tuesday afternoon. The center should
be completed and ready for tenants to move in at the end of
April.

center will be the long move.
Kelleher said not only does the
Senior Citizens Center have to
worry about its own items, but also
$30,000 in new items that have
been purchased for the new center,
such as exercise equipment and
computers.
He said the last time the Senior
Citizens had to move, the center
received lots of support.
"Last time. about 50 seniors
showed up in 20 pick-up trucks,"
Kelleher said. "We were all set up
in three hours time."

From Front
somebody tells us it's going on,"
said Debbie Toth, Calloway's family service office supervisor,
explaining that abuse can happen in
any home. "We see it with average
people just as much as any others.
The stresses of everyday life get to
them, and they just don't know how
to reach out for help. A lot of the
times, it leads to depression and it
goes from there."
Toth said, from her experience,
most people choose not to report
possible abuse out of fear of making
the accused angry, even though
callers' names, by law,are kept con_
fidentiaL
There is also the issue that perhaps people's faith in the system has
dropped in the wake of stories that
gained nationwide attention last
year out of Florida where several
children under the watch of that
statc's social services program inexplicably turned up missing which is
still their status today. In response,
immediate
ordered
Kentucky
checks on every child in its program.
All were safe.
"You do hear horror stories like
that, but we have taken some things
from what has happened in Florida
and it's helped us here," said Toth.
"Kids just don't have the same freedoms adults do. These are children
that really need people to stand up
for them and take action. They can't

•••

do it-themselves."
Toth and her fellow social officials in the commonwealth are gaining forces to combat this problem.
Through a CFC program called
Public Child Welfare Certfication,
eight of Kentucky's regional universities, including Murray State, have
begun sending many battle-ready
soldiers into the trenches. Since the
program started, close to 200 students have graduated.
"It's really done well statewide,
and we've had other states come to
Kentucky to see what we're doing
with it. To my knowledge, in fact,
no other state is doing it," said Jeff
Wylie, field education director for
MSU's social work program that
has graduated 28 students since
1997.
"What it's allowed us to do is
identify students that are wanting to
obtain jobs as social workers, and
they go through training. They're
trained on what they will do pertaining to their jobs, then they're
ready to go to work immediately
when they get out," he said.
The program was started by CFC
Secretary Viola Miller, a former
MSU faculty member, in an attempt
to draw more people into social
work, along with increasing their
salaries. The certification program
lasts four semesters, meaning students can join before their junior
year. CFC workshops and an internship are included in that training.

II Finances ...
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earning more than $32,000 receiving an $800 flat raise, while
employees making less than
$32,000 would receive a 2.5 percent
raise. Twenty-five thousand dollars
for performance increases would
then be left for the mayor and the
city's department heads to distribute.
As favorable as the city's numbers appear, some losses will still

have to be absorbed. The city lost
$30,000 on a property tax refund
this fiscal year; the city's retirement
contribution rates are project to
increase by 14.7 percent next fiscal
year; and the Kentucky League of
Cities has projected worker's compensation insurance rates to
increase by 10 percent.
Leet said the city may have to
propose small rate increases for its
water and sewer customers during
the next fiscal year, although that
will not be part of the overall budget that is passed. He said the city is
currently looking at raising 5 percent in new revenues from the two
services, which have not seen a rate
increase since 1998.
Also, in order to cover statemandated fees, Leet said the city
may raise its fees at its transfer station when the new fiscal year begins
July 1. The state fees, he said, could
total as much as $33,000.
In all, though, Murray Mayor
Tom Rushing said the budget is not
facing as many challenges as he was
fearing it would.
"I'm elated with what we've
come up with so far," he said. "We
may not adopt all this, but I'm excited."
The finance committee will meet
again April 8 to discuss requests
from departments that receive funding from the city's general fund. The
plan is to pass the final reading of
the budget during the city council's
June 12 meeting.
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101st fatality identified as Illinois man
ROSCOE, Ill. (API — A U.S. person," Borowski said. "He was
Army soldier from this small north- always smiling, everybody liked
ern Illinois town died in an ambush him because he was just fun to be
near the Iraqi city of Najaf, his fam- around."
ily said Tuesday.
A bullet entered underneath
Army Spc. Brandon Rowe, 20, Rowe's arm where armor could not
died on Monday, becoming the first protect him. Borowski said.
person front the Fort Campbell,
Rowe, a 2000 Hononegah High
Ky.-based 101st Airborne Division School graduate,joined the Army to
to die in combat, his mother Wendy earn money for a career in computBorowski said. She said a soldier ers after hearing about a friend who
came to the house Monday evening had joined, Rowe said.
to notify the family of his death.
"His friend was telling him how
"He was a very caring, sensitive much he liked (the Army) and all

Farmers urged to
tighten security
Kyodo News/AP Photo

OPENING FIRE ... A U.S. Army 3rd infantry division gun motor carriage, right, fires against Iraqi
troops as a big fireball is seen in distance in the suburbs of Karbala, south of Baghdad in central Iraq today.

Republican Guard crushed
Brooks said of remaining Republican Guard units.
By The Associated Press
The commander of British forces in Iraq, Air
Closing in on Baghdad itself, U.S. forces Wednesday
seized a bridge over the Tigris River and swept past bat- Marshal Brian Burridge, confirmed that the latest
tered Republican Guard units. One of the key Guard assaults by his U.S. allies marked the start of a momendivisions, defending the city of Kut, "has been tous phase.
"This is certainly a decisive engagement in which we
destroyed," a U.S. general said.
Further south, U.S. commanders said Iraqi soldiers are now just beginning with the Republican Guard." he
were shooting from inside a revered mosque in Najaf. said, "The point I would make, though, is that decisive
phases often take time. I wouldn't want to give you the
American soldiers withheld return fire.
Soldiers on the front lines and relatives 6,000 miles impression that within a day or two this is going to be
away in West Virginia rejoiced over the bold, middle- finished."
In Najaf, about 50 miles south of Karbala, the
of-the-night rescue of Pfc. Jessica Lynch from captivity
at an Iraqi hospital that was being used as a military Central Command said U.S. forces were being fired on
command post. The commandos who freed her also from the Ali Mosque, one of the most important Shiite
retrieved II bodies, most of them believed to be Muslim sites. U.S. commanders say they have been tryAmerican soldiers.
ing to minimize damage to religious sites to avoid
Army's 3rd Infantry Division and the First Marine angering Muslims in Iraq and abroad.
Expeditionary Force launched a two-pronged attack
Iraqi Information Minister Mohammed Saeed altoward Baghdad, and both reported breakthroughs as Sahhaf contended that American warplanes were flying
units entered the so-called "red zone" within range of close to some of the holiest Muslim sites, causing strong
the guns and missiles defending the capital. U.S. offi- vibrations which could damage the structures. He
cials say Iraqi resistance will be the most tenacious in described as "illusions" the U.S. reports of advances
this zone and have warned of the possible use of chem- near Baghdad.
ical weapons.
The International Red Cross, meanwhile, said some
In an attack launched at midnight, 3rd Infantry units its staff members saw the bodies of dozens of people —
surged past the strategic city of Karbala, targeting an including women and children — at a town south of
estimated 2,000 paramilitary fighters. Karbala, which Baghdad where Iraqi officials claim U.S. helicopters
sits on the main approach to Baghdad" from the south- attacked a residential neighborhood. At least 280
west, was encircled and hit by night-long bombardment injured people were being treated at a hospital in Hillah,
from U.S. artillery and warplanes.
about 60 miles south of Baghdad, the Red Cross said.
To the east, thousands of Marines moved against Kut
Iraqi officials said Tuesday that U.S. Apache heliafter capturing an important bridge over the Tigris copters attacked a neighborhood in Hillah, killing 33
River. Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks said the Baghdad people and injuring more than 300. The U.S. Central
Division, defending Kut, was destroyed.
Command said it was investigating the claim.
For days prior to the offensive, both the Baghdad
Iraqi authorities have blamed American bombardDivision and the Republican Guard's Medina Division ment for the deaths of dozens of civilians in two sepadefending Karbala had been pounded by airstrikes and rate marketplace explosions last week in Baghdad.
artillery barrages. U.S. officials said the bombardment Brooks, during a briefing at Central Command, said
reduced the strength of both divisions by more than 50 American investigators have now determined that coalipercent.
tion forces were not responsible for the first of those
"They're in serious trouble, and they remain in con- explosions; he did not comment on the second one.
tact now with the most powerful force on Earth,"

the benefits from it, like the
tuition," she said.
Rowe liked the camaraderie of
the Army, his mother said.
"He cared about the guys that he
was in the platoon with," she said.
Rowe was deployed on March 3
and his mother said she had little
contact with him since the beginning of the war. She received a letter from him last Monday and a
week ago Tuesday he kit a message
on the answering machine, asking
tOr extra supplies in a care package.

Thank you Murray!

FRANKFORT, Ky. — As the
United States fights a war in Iraq
and a larger war against terrorism
around the globe, Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray Smith is
calling upon farmers and farm businesses to do their pan to secure the
nation's food supply.
"Since Sept. II. 2001, agro-terrorism — malicious and intentional
acts intended to -disrupt our food
supply — has become a new word
in our vocabularies, and bio-security has grown in importance on the
farm," Smith said. "We are now on
Orange Alert, and this means our
farmers and agribusinesses must
take precautions and put into place
preventative measures."
Smith offers these suggestions:
• Routinely check livestock and
crops for unusual changes.
• Inspect all feed, equipment,
chemicals and other inputs for signs
of tampering.
•Develop backup water and feed
sources.
• Limit access to storage areas.
The "Kentucky Agricultural
Emergency Plan" is available by
calling 1-888-567-9589, or from
your local Extension agent.

The EssentialDay Spa
has been named one of the
Fastest Growing Salons in the nation for
the second consecutive year by
Salon Today magazine.
1311 JOHNSON BLVD. • 767-0760
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$1,599

Sale Price

Niears!

vacation...whatever! And
remember, U.S. Bank has financial
solutions for absolutely everyone, even if you have less than
perfect credit. The U.S. Bank
Home Equity Loan...get it
while it's hot!
For more information or to
apply, stop by any U.S. Bank
branch, call 1-888-444-BANK
(ext. 4100) or visit usbank.com.

Sony KP-51WS500 - The "little" big screen with a 51"
high definition picture as.good as its big brothers.
The KP-51WS500 by Sony is the big screen that
doesn't take up big space.

/ WAR "Ref
PA14401Ala

Sale Price 52,199
Less Instant Rebate $200
You Pay Only

Five Star Service Guaranteed

usbank.com
F AT the rate quoted, customer 'mist apply by Aprol IR, 2001 and book the acconnt Pr. May.
0. 2001. 1.99% frxed APR
available for terms
up to to years on home canny loans work auto...mile payment from any U.S. Rank checlong account and,, Irran-to-ualsre (I TV I
ttll"..
In. Hotelier rates apply for higher LTV.. NIMIPP/IMI 111.111 JPINI ANN, or ,,,crease
stn.00n reqsnred.
closing costs aparlable t., nets or
extsung U.S. Rank checkme customers. Installment loan payment example,( J S 14000. / yew, loan at 5.99'. APR. nroorthl% paymenr•
...mold he 5110.42. ()fie, es sahrect to rtorrrea/ credit quahficatnurs. Some addrturnal mirror-turns may apply. thane equay loans ar,
• ,
through U.S. flank Natronal Assoc-ration Ni). Member FOIC 02001

$1,999

Includes Free Delivery

SONY
AWE
/
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Sony KP-57WS500
- Sony brings
beautiful images to
life with the KP57WS500 57" high
definition
widescreen projection television. An
affordable way to
experience the
best in home theater.

WAR AWE

•

Sale Price $2,499
Less Instant Rebate S100
YOu Pay Only

$2,399

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

CV bank

$1,899

SONY

SONY

Calloway County
1111 Main Street • Murray, KY 42071
270.759.9443

Great time
to refinance
with no fees!

/ WAR FREE
fittlAWOMIC

Includes Free Delivery

Includes Free Delivery

U.S. Ban
"
cal'e
Take advantage of the
lowest loan rate in 40 years!
Stability. Security. Practicality.
You get it all when you open
a U.S. Bank Home Equity
Loan. And right now, you can
also get a red hot rate of just
5.99% APR. That's not an
introductory rate — it's a fixed
rate for 10 years!
Use your U.S. Bank Home
Equity Loan for debt consolidation, remodeling, that dream

Sony KP46VVT500 - The
compact KP46WT500 46" high
definition
widescreen by
Sony with shelving
underneath for
those tight spots.
All the fun, all the
entertainment in a
space you never
dreamed.

Sony
KP-65WS500 Bigger is
definitely
better when
you're buying a
television.
Jump on the
Sony
KP-65WS500
for your home
theater. Ifs a
65" bargain.

$2,999
Includes Free Delivery

SONY
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Workin the
General
Since the vast majority of time
in the General Assembly's 2003
session was spent on putting together a state budget, it's no surprise
that the main
accomplishments of the session are all contained within
this document.
Efforts to trim
government
waste, protect
Legislative school funding,
Update
and extend
By Sen. Bob water lines to
Jackson
homes in rural
D-Murray
areas are among
the biggest
accomplishments of the session.
And all of these efforts were made
possible through our work on the
budget.
Since the 2003 session lasted
only 30 days, we had less time than
usual to put together the state's
spending plan. But even though
time was short, we gave budget
deliberations more meticulous, lineby-line scrutiny than ever before.
By making sure every dollar was
accounted for, we're positioning
Kentucky to make it through tough
economic times without jeopardizing the progress we've made in our
education system and other key
areas. In fact, we're giving local
school districts more per-pupil
funding to deal with growing
enrollments. And we're authorizing
$100 million for construction of
new schools in areas where facilities are in bad shape.
We're also keeping the state's
efforts to extend water lines to rural
areas on track. The budget we
approved will give a green light to
nearly $377 million worth of water
...and sewer projects. This will provide clean drinking water to an
additional 28,600 Kentucky homes
and will improve water service for
712,000 households.
I'm particularly pleased that our
budget negotiations have secured
funding for a project that will be
extremely important in our part of
The state. The budget appropriates
$5 million for the Purchase Area
Regional Industrial Park in order to
boost economic development in
Western Kentucky with a modern
industrial center.

Wednesday, April 2, 2003
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Even though work on the budget
was the main focus of the 2003 session, lawmakers were still able to
consider 780 other pieces of legislation. As of this writing, more than
120 of those bills have been signed
into law. Among the significant
pieces of legislation we approved
were a pair of bills aimed at ensuring missing children are brought
home safely. House Bill 36 will
allow the Kentucky State Police to
implement an Amber Alert system
so that we'll have a network in
place to immediately broadcast
information relating to child abductions.
Another bill, Senate Bill 156,
will enable the state police to work
more closely with school officials
to locate missing children. Under
the legislation, transcripts and other
school records of children listed as
missing by law enforcement will be
'flagged" by school officials. Thai
way, if the missing child is enrolled
in another school system and those
records are requested, police will
immediately be notified.
We also approved an economic
development bill aimed atrevitalizing Kentucky's trucking industry.
House Bill 293 is aimed at boosting
the trucking industry with $3 million worth of tax breaks on heavy
trucks. In many ways, this is an
industry has been ignored for too
long in Kentucky. But since nearly
every business and industry
depends on trucking in some form,
it's certainly in our state's best
interest to make sure trucking companies find it profitable to remain in
our commonwealth.
Now that the 2003 session is
over, lawmakers will soon turn our
attention to the issues we'll be
asked to make decisions on in next
year's legislative session. If there's
a matter you d like to comment on,
I hope you'll take the time to share
your thoughts with me.
Sen. Jackson represents
Kentucky's Is:Senate District in
Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Trigg and Lyon counties.
He can be reached toll-free at 1800-3727181. His Web Page is at:
wwwsenjackson.com. You can write
Sen. Jackson at: Senate Democratic
Leadership Offices, CapitolAnne.x,
Frankfort, KY 40601.

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

Reflecting on Patton's prime
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — You have to give Gov. Paul
Patton credit for at least trying to leave behind in
the minds of Kentuckians an impression of considerably more substance than his tearful televised confession last September of a two-year
extramarital affair with a western Kentucky
nursing home operator.
The problem is, the more Patton tries, the
more he fails — and looks increasingly pathetic
in those failures.
The latest example is his correct stand on legislation passed by the General Assembly at the
last minute to preserve a major business tax
deduction that had been ruled unconstitutional
last year. Patton's position is that the General
Assembly once again is enacting corporate tax
bills piecemeal rather than in the form of a comprehensive overhaul of the state's business taxes,
which have produced a steadily decreasing percentage of General Fund revenues for more than
a decade.
It is, in fact, that piecemeal approach to tax
legislation — an exemption here, a deduction
there — that over decades has left the entire
state system of taxation a thorough mess, and
one that experts warn soon will fail to generate
sufficient revenues to finance essential government services. But the same legislators, especially Democrats, who might have followed Patton's
lead on the issue only two years ago simply
ignored him this year.
The House and Senate passed the business
deduction by overwhelming majorities in the
final two days of the session last week. And to
circumvent Patton's threat to veto the legislation,
a veto the House and Senate could not override
after final adjournment, they simply added the
deduction to a bill dealing with Kentucky's share
of the national tobacco settlement money.
As this is written, Patton has not said what he
will do. At this point, he ought to bow out on the
issue, because there is absolutely no indication
that he can have any influence on legislators on
the issue of taxes — or. for that matter, anything

AgreeOrNot
else.
Patton said he wants the issue of business
taxes to be considered by a special legislative
session, presumably sometime after the May
gubernatorial primaries and before serious campaigning begins for the November election. The
Paul Patton of six years ago, who dragged the
Kentucky system of higher education into the
21st century fighting him all the way, might
have been able to accomplish business tax
reforms before leaving office in December.
The Paul Patton who reformed Kentucky's
deplorable workers' compensation system, not
once but twice, could have taken on all the various interests that are responsible for the tax system mess and come out of the battle with a solid
system of taxation that would give the state a
sound revenue basis for decades to come. But
the Paul Patton of 2003 isn't the man of 1997.
Patton couldn't even convince legislators this
year to raise Kentucky's ridiculously low cigarette tax, an increase that is generally regarded to
have wide public approval.
To make matters even worse for the governor,
the General Assembly had not been adjourned
for a full day before Patton was slapped with
four ethics violations by the Executive Branch
Ethics Commission, violations that gam the
heart of the allegations by his former mistress,
Tina Conner, that she got preferential treatment
from state government during the time of her
affair with the governor.
With investigations of Patton's use of his
office by both the attorney general and the U.S.
attorney, Patton's final summer in office is likely
going to be spent dealing with his attorneys and
his legal problems, leaving him little time to do
the hard work necessary to lineup votes for a
special legislative session on reforming business
taxes. It is, in fact, one of the great shames of
this whole tawdry affair.
Patton could have left office with a legacy as

AP File Photo
a great reformer of higher education, workers
compensation and taxes. The first two are in
place and for that Patton deserves history's
approbation. But so much of Kentucky's future
depends on tax reform that history will judge
him harshly for losing an opportunity for greatness in exchange for some stolen hours in
Louisville motel rooms.
That's why it all is so pathetic.
Todd Duvall is an editorial writer for The
State Journal in Frankfort.

Law, Liberty & License

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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While the war overseas continues, so does another war at home.
The latest battle in the culture war
was fought March 26on Supreme
Court turf. At
issue is a Texas
"homosexual
conduct law"
that forbids
sodomy.
Before the
Supreme Court
rules that the
Founders had
the right to practice sodomy in
Cal's
mind when they
Thoughts wrote the
By Cal Thomas Constitution, we
Syndicated
should ask
where the chipColumnist
ping away at
law and morality
is leading us.
Once sodomy is made legal,
what's next? How about polygamy?
As we have been reminded in the
case of Utah's Elizabeth Smart and
her abduction by a practicing
polygamist. there are people who
believe they have a right to that
sexual and relational preference. If
sodomy is legalized, can polygamists then ask the Supreme Court
to end the prohibition against their
"right" to engage in sex with and
"many" multiple partners? If not,
on what legal grounds will they be

refused?
To listen to.the attorneys for the
Texas men seeking redress of their
sexual grievances, a decision to
strike down the Texas anti-sodomy
law should be based on "changing
times" and public opinion polls.
Pedophiles who wish to have sex
with children assert they should not
be prohibited from doing so as long
as the child "consents." There is a
movement within psychiatry to
have pedophilia removed from the
shrinking list of "deviant" behaviors, as was done with homosexual
practice. What is to prohibit them
from doing so if pedophiles testify
their fulfillment is being denied,
and they feel discriminated against
for practicing what, to them, is normal?
Since truth is now in the mind
and genitalia of the beholder, how
can anyone with a different mindset
(or different genitalia) tell anyone
else how and when to engage in
any sexual act in which he or she
might wish to indulge?
Former Republican Sen. Man
Simpson of Wyoming wrote a column for the Wall Street Journal on
March 26 in which he argued in
favor of the "gay rights" position
opposing the Texas law. Simpson
said "the proper Republican vision
of equality" is "live and let live."
Simpson thinks that laws against
homosexual practice "are contrary

to American values protecting personal liberty ...."
What Simpson argues for is not
liberty but license. There is a profound difference between the traditional understanding and definition
of liberty and that of license.
Liberty is presumed to depend on
personal responsibility. I like one of
the Webster definitions of liberty:
"permission to go freely within
specified limits." In contrast,
"license" can mean "disregard for
rules of personal conduct: licentiousness."
Several conservative groups
filed amicus briefs supporting the
law. The one by the Family
Research Council sums up the
major arguments in favor: "(1)The
law has historically respected and
protected the marital union and has
distinguished it from acts outside
that union, such as fornication,
adultery and sodomy. To extend to
homosexual sodomy the same protections given to the marital union
would undermine the definition of
marriage and could lead to homosexual marriage;(2) In order to recognize a non-textual constitutional
right to sodomy, the Court must
find sodomy to be deeply rooted in
the nation's history and tradition. In
fact, laws banning sodomy are
deeply rooted in our nation's history and tradition;(3) Protecting marriage, upholding morality and seek-

ing to ensure public health is more
than enough for Texas to prove it
has a 'rational basis' behind its law
The law is supposed to set
parameters for a society. In the
past, the law has been viewed as
something that flowed from a Lawgiver, outside of the reach of
humankind to create or manipulate.
But since humanity now sees itself
as the law-maker (the breaking of
that ancient Law is now celebrated
in personal behavior and encouraged in film, in magazines and on
TV), who is to say whose morality,
if any morality, should prevail?
Having made "choice" the ultimate determiner for abortion, it
would not surprise me if the
Supreme Court cites the socalled
"right to privacy" in this case and
replays its mistake in Roe vs.
Wade, which struck down another
Texas law.
Adoption laws in some states
now give children to same-sex couples. If the Texas sodomy law falls,
"marriage" will be redefined and
the demise of the human family
will be complete.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours
"on Fox News Channel Saturdays
at II p.m. ET Direct alIMAILfor
Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
Services, 435 N. Michigan Aye,
Suite 1500, Chicago, III. 60611.
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Mrs. Betty Jo Lassiter Poole
Graveside services for Mrs. Betty Jo Lassiter Poole will be Thursday at
II a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Michael Blake and the Rev.
Dan Carlen will officiate. Diane Tatlock will be soloist.
Active pallbearers will be Franklin Rogers, Billy Joe Kingins, Stanley
Young, Freddie Roberts, John Parker and John Lassiter.
Honorary pallbearers will be retired workers of the Murray State
University Business office, members of Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women, Mark Allen Young, Bill and Ruth Ann McLemore. Joyce
Ferri, Blanche Fonville, Joyce Hudspeth, J.W. Cathey, Ed Morton, Woody
Wofford and Joe Pat Ward.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway Hospice.
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. or Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church. 863 Taylor Store Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Poole, 78, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died Tuesday. April 1, 2003.
at 5:08 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an illness.
Retired from the business office at Murray State University, she had also
worked as a telephone operator for Southern Bell Telephone Company. She
was a charter member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church where
she served as a pianist for 65 years.
Born Dec. 17, 1924, in Calloway County,she was the daughter of the late
Jesse Wells Lassiter and Lee Wilkerson Lassiter.
Survivors include her husband. Allen Poole. to whom she had been married for 58 years; one daughter, Mrs. Phyllis Carlen and husband, Dan,
Columbia, Tenn.; two sons, Rob Poole and wife, Gail. Murray, and Joe
Poole and wife, Sue, Lompoc. Calif.: three grandchildren. Kim Kimbro and
husband, Tommy Jr., Murray. and LeeAnn Carlen and Joseph Carlen.
Columbia, Tenn.; three great-grandchildren. Cody. Hunter and Taylor
Kimbro, all of Murray.

Mrs. Irene B. Grugett
The funeral for Mrs. Irene B. Grugett will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. William B. Miller will
officiate. Burial will follow in the gardens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.
P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Grugett, 83, Jackson Road, Almo, died Tuesday, April I. 2003. at
2:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Bill Grugett, died in 1981. and her son-in-law. Donald L.
Roach, died March 31, 2003. Two sisters and one brother also preceded her
in death. Born Aug. 12, 1919. inCalloway County. she was the daughter of
the late Coleman Buchanan and Lula Bea Hicks Buchanan.
Mrs. Grugett was a member of Flint Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda J. Grugett Roach, Murray.
one son, Larry Grugett, Almo; one granddaughter. Joy L. Roach.
Carbondale, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Carolyn Stom and husband. Mitchell.
Kirksey.

Donald L. Roach
The funeral for Donald L. Roach will be today (Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church. The Rev. Glynn Orr will officiate. Music will be
by Janice Graves and Susie Scott.
•
Pallbearers will be John D. Herndon. Greg Sitton. Lloyd Todd. Jeff
Henderson, Doug Jackson and Stan Henley. Burial will t011ow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Societ>.
Relay for Life, Attn. Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray. KY 42071.
Mr. Roach.60. Beckett Drive. Murray, died Monday. March 31. 2003. at
8:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was the manager of engineering and maintenance at Vanderbilt
Chemical Company, Murray. He was a graduate of Murray State University
and also attended Georgia Tech.
A member of Westside Baptist Church, he was a member of the Adult
Men's Sunday School Class at Westside. He was a member of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Instrument Society of Americans.
Aircrafts Owners and Pilot Association.
Born July 21, 1942, in Murray, Mr. Roach was the son of the late Johnnie
B. Roach and Margaret Madrey Roach.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda J. Grupo Roach, to whom he was
married June 7, 1968; one daughter, Ms. Joy L. Roach. Carbondale. III.;
brother-in-law, Larry Grugett, both of Almo.

Irvin L. Miller

I. Frank (Monk) Jennings

The funeral for Irvin L. Miller will be Thursday at 1230 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah
Salentine will officiate.
Pallbearers will he Mike Shepard, Tony Shepard. Billy Langford,
Scott Miller, Johnny Miller and Keith Wicker. Burial will follow in the
Stewart Cemetery. ,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Miller, 68. King Drive, Murray. died Monday, March 31, 2003, at
1:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired from the United States Navy after 30 years of service
and has also retired from Murray State University after 17 years of service. Owner and operator of West Kentucky Boiler Service, he was a
Kentucky Colonel and a member of Dexter Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 29. 1934, he was the son of the late Claude Miller and
Lillian Neyenhaus Miller. His parents-in-law, Curve and Irene Turner,
Dexter, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Robbie Whitney Miller; one daughter. Mrs. Cathy Baugh and husband. Glenn, and one granddaughter,
Angela Baugh. all of Louisburg in Logan County; one son, Jamie Miller
and wife, Jeri, and one granddaughter, Taylor Miller, all of Almo; three
sisters, Mrs. Allene Gibbons and husband, Matt. Dexter, and Mrs. Lily
Shepard and husband, Jerry, and Mrs. Mary Ford, all of Benton; two
brothers. Bobby Miller and wife, Martha. Calvert City. and Gerald Miller
and wife. Linda, Benton.

The funeral for J. Frank (Monk)Jennings will be today (Wednesday)
at I p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church. Paris, Tenn. Fr. Joseph Montiel will
officiate. A tribute service will be in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home. Paris, at noon today (Wednesday) with Dr. Gary S. Collier officiating. Entombment will be in the mausoleum at Memorial Cemetery.
Paris.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Jennings. 89. Paris. Tenn.. died Saturday, March 29, 2003. at
Plumley Rehab Center, Paris.
He had retired in 1979 after 45" years of service as a land use agent for
the Tennessee Valley Authority. He was a charter member of the Paris
Elks Lodge and a member of Grace Episcopal Church.
Mr. Jennings was married Feb. 22,1936, to the former Mary Louise
Blackburn who died April II. 2002.
Also preceding him in death were one daughter. Doris A. Atkins, July
31, 2002, one grandchild. Cecelia Atkins, One sister. Grace Kirkpatrick.
and four brothers, James, Johnny, Woodrow and Robert (Bobby)
Jennings. Born Sept. 22, 1913, in Crockett County'. Tenn., he was the stm
of the late Owen Hendrix Jennings and Edna Avery Reddick Jennings :
Survivors include his son-in-law. George Atkins, and three grandchQdren.aChristopher. James Kevin and Sallieann Atkins. all of Paris; one sister, Mrs Betty Lou Farris, Murray

Mrs. Barbara Ann Baker
Mrs. Barbara Ann Baker, 68, Cuba. died Monday. March 31, 2003, at Mrs. Catherine Ealey Springhorn
11:25 a.m. at Methodist University Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
The tuneral for Mrs. Catherine Ealey Springhorn will he today
She was a teacher and school administrator in the Graves County
(Wednesday)
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home. Paris.
School System for 40 years. She was a member of Cuba Church of Christ.
Tenn.
Randy
Stephens
and Roger Banks will officiate.
Her father. Jack Harper. preceded her in death.
Pallbearers will be Kevin Ealey, Jeff Barrow, Kenneth Ealey, Nick
Survivors include her husband, James A. Baker, to whom she had been
married for 47 years; one son, Jeff Baker, her mother, Mrs. Pauline Hays Swift. Darren Hooper. and Glenn. Wayne and John Alexander. Burial will
Harper. and an uncle, John Hays, all of Cuba; two aunts, Mrs. Robbie follow in the Milcreek Cemetery.
Padula, West Port, Conn., and Mrs. Margaret Johnson, Cuba; four grandVisitation is now at the funeral home.
children.
Mrs. Springhorn. 77,'Paris, Tenn., died Sunday. March 30, 2003, at
The funeral will be Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the Cuba Church of
Henry County Medical Center. Paris.
Christ. Will McSweeney will officiate.
A member of Bethlehem Church of Christ, she was a waitress at the
Pallbearers will be Robert Crosslin, Will, Ed Clark. George Cates Jr.,
Bobby McClain, Keith Ray, Gail Dobson, Donald Poyner and Donnie former Townhouse and Avalon Restaurants and a former Avon representative.
James. Burial will follow in the Cuba Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 7 a.m. to
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Dewey M. Ealey Jr..
1:45 p.m. Thursday.
Aug. 19. 1963, one sister, Ruth C. Alexander, May 1999. and one grandchild. Born May 9. 1925, in Flint. Mich., she was the daughter of the late
Alney Owen
Hubert Hooper and Lucille Morris Hooper.
Alney Owen. 93. Summerfield, Fla.. formerly of Murray. died Friday.
Survivors include her husband, Charles F. Spring born, to whom she
March 21, 2003, at Oakhurst Nursing and Rehabilitation Center there.
was
married in 1974; two daughters, Mrs. Becky King and husband.
He was a self-employed carpenter and was a native of Jonesboro, Ark.
Survivors include one son. Kenneth Owen, Murray.; one daughter. Bobby, Paris, and Mrs. Janie Barrow and husband, Tommy. Puryear.
Mrs. Catherine Cook. Metropolis, Ill.; several grandchildren and great- Tenn.; two sons, Dewey Ealey Jr. and wife, Betty, Paris, and Carl Hubert
grandchildren.
Ealey and wife. Georgia, Valdosta, Ga.; one sister, Mrs. Pat Swift and
Funeral rites were held March 24 at Forest Lawn Funeral Home. husband, Alton, Murray; two brothers, John H. Hooper and wife.
Linda,
Ocala, Fla.
Haines City, Fla.. and James D. Hooper and wife, Judy. Murray; seven
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church. P.O.
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren; sevBox 58. Summerfield, FL 34492.
eral niecc‘ and nephews.

Mrs. Ina Jean Hicks
Graveside rites for Mrs. Ina Jean Hicks will be today (Wednesday) at
I p.m. at the Marshall County Memory Gardens. The Rev. Paul Schierer

Mrs. Mardell Conner

will officiate.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hicks,67, Cope Lane, Benton, died Sunday. March 30, 2003, at
12:30 p.m. at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Church Grove United Methodist
Church. She was the daughter of the late Willie Lee Myers and Ola Mae
Myers.
Survivors include her husband, Loyd Hicks; one son, Delbert Lee
Hicks. Benton; half brother, Glyndel Myers, Murray.

March 31, 2003, at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
She was an owner-operator of Dells' Beauty Shop, Hopkinsville.
Survivors include her husband, Gerald Ted Conner; one daughter, Ms.
Martha Andrus, Nashville, Tean., formerly of Murray; one son. Jerry
Conner, Greenbrier, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Hall Simmons.
Russellville; one brother, Thurmond Hall, Peoria. Ill.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Lamb Funeral
Home. Hopkinsville. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery, Russellville.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Kidney
Foundation.

Mrs. Ina Dell Maier
The funeral for Mrs. Ina Dell Kaler will be Thursday at II a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Dowdy will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Treas Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday t.
Mrs. Kaler. 81. Treas Cemetery Road, Benton, died Monday, March
31. 2003, at 4:35 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
Retired from Curlee Manufacturing, Mayfield, she was a member of
Brewers United Methodist Church.
Her husband. Paul Kaler, one sister, Genella Jones, and one brother,
J.C. Treas, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late
Hollie Treas and Ora Ann Treas.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jean Moore, Brandenburg; one
son, Ronnie Kaler, Benton; six grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Mai-dell Conner. 74, Lafayette Road, Hopkinsville, died Monday.

Correction
In the obituary for Dallas Green of Benton who died Thursday. March
27, 2003. the name of one of his sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ulalah Green of
Kirksey, was inadvertently omitted in the list of survivors.

ONE TIME OFFER
April 4th & 5th
PFAFF Sewing Machine Co.
is giving FREE, a $2,000
software to anyone who buys
a new PFAFF
embroidery machine.

curi welcomes its new stylists!
Kut
ec
Bac

ir

J

SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

•W A.0

'ad dhs
Jill Ramsey

$ 1.99

Casey Oliver

Gina Owens

1-24 EXIT 16
270-898-7301

Now Open At 8 a.m. For Tanning through June 1 -Walk-ins Welcome
Lunch & Dinner - 11 am -Rpm

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

DINNER SALAD $ 1.19

Pagliais4

Cynthia Camp

753-1682

Owner

Southside Shopping Center • Across From Sirloin Stockade

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
tiours7-7730 a.nr--6:001) M. M-F
'Hilliard tynns is a market matter, in this stock
unc-poce onshancted
Additional infoonat ion available on redoes.

BopFed Bank*
I 11 M
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Aland
AlcDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penne
Pepsico. Inc.
Pfizer. Inc.
Schering-Plough

Spring Into Action

Sears
nion Planters
I'S Bancorp
1 ST
Wal-Mart

priues as of 9 a
15

1415.75 5
81.21 + 2.49
40.50 + 1.95
17.07 + 0.65
13.65 + 0.17
22.52 + 0.17

Torn Schuj Ministries

7th Annual Conference
on Evangelism

r

Organize Your Closet!
Serving the
region with
Wire & Laminate
Shelving &
Storage Systems

14.21 + 0.16
;6.49 + 0.89
lc 43 + 1.08
10.19 + 0.59
40.05 + 0.07
17.37 + 0.48
17.95 + 0.32
75 00 + 0.69
27.11 + 0.32
19.61 + 0.31
27.62 + 0.20
c476+ 134

TRACE CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH

"The only vinyl coated wire
shelving in the business."

(Mayfield, KY)

March 30 - April 2

•Free Estimate
•Free Design
•Lifetime Warranty

Tuesday, April 1st

753-9688

Wednesday, April 2nd

www.closetmaid.com

Boston-Ewing Investment Group

4831 Poor Farm Rd.

H1WARD LYONS
*It&J.J.B.
HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
Ml MRt A 51W YORK 511111( I 5( 115561 ANO SIP('

2004-

T

Let 111CLOSETMAID OF MURRAY
Doss Jones Ind. Avg...8229.60 + 159.74
42.90 + 0.83
Air Products
67.34 + 0.39
Anthem
11.10 + 0.19
WI.Time Warner
15.90 - 0.48
AT&T
23.13 + 0.67
Bell South
19.72 + 0.52
Briggs & Stratton
21.90 +0.33
Bristol Myers Squibb
41.25 + 1.M)
Caterpillar
65.25 - 0.24
Chevron Texaco Corp
30.18 + 0.91
Daimler Chrysler
43.68 + 0.40
Dean Foods
35.77 + 0.12
Exxon-Mobil
7.89 + 0.41
Ford Motor
26.75 + 0.62
General Electric
14.82 + 1.02
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 36.57 + 0.72
14.27 + 0.10
Goodrich
40 + 0.23
Goodyear

NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENT, UNTIL JAN.

753-2975

Investments Since 1854... Our best ineestinent is row

STOCK MARKET REPORT

PADUCAH, ICY
1-800-599-USEVV

!I', us It All"

Locally Owned 7b
Better Serve You.

10 a.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Rev. Mike Sanders
Evangelist Tom Schuj
Dr. Bob Pitman
Choir Concert
Dr. Ronnie Stinson

For More Information Contact TSM at
205-608-1155
44.„,.
1%
.
www.tsministries.com
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LBLHappenings
Special programs have been
scheduled at the Land Between the
Lakes on Saturday and Sunday,
April 5 and 6.
"Nature Photography MiniWorkshop will be Saturday, April 5,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Woodlands Nature Station.
Exposure and composition will
be explained during this four-hour
mini-workshop.
Instructor Denise Boaz will
cover the basics and then help you
take photos in the field. Each one
should bring your camera (35 mm
SLR preferred), film, and lunch, and
dress for the weather.
The cost will be $20 per person
which includes same day NS admission. Resenfations and deposits are
required. Call 1-270-924-2020 to
reserve space. The event is limited
to 20 participants.
"Cultivating
Minds
and
Meadows: A History of Horse
Drawn Plows and Plowing The
Homeplace" will be Saturday, April
5, from II a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace.
Just as wild species slowly Kept
to their environments, farmers have
continuously developed their equipment to meet the needs of their
farms. Learn how the evolution of
the horse drawn walking plow was
spurred by necessity and ingenuity,
and see demonstrations of walking
plows from a variety of time periods.
The program is free with
Homeplace admission.

FUN & FASHION

This week we will be discussing the newest trends
and styles for spring. Having just returned from
market for the fall season it's going to be great.
However, there was lots of spring and summer merchandise as well. Be on the look out at DK Kelley
for tons of great jewelry and accessones and lots of
new styles in capri's, ankle pants and skirts and of
course fabulous new tops, blouses and dresses.
Scarves in all shapes and sizes are fun this season.
for an alternative to the leather belt we are seeing
scarves draped around the waist as a fashion statement, whether the triangle shape or a long scarf they
both can be worn as a shawl or belt. Fringe, beading.
and applique is the trend for spring in scarves as
well as everything else from skirts to handbags,
fringe is in.
Some of the favorite styles for spring include:
I. Straw bags! Beautiful functional, practical...
(Try one of the brightly colored or natural with
shells).
2. For splash and glitz the beaded glitz colored
bags are a must. They turn a plain outfit into special).
3. Capn or ankle pants in a sanely of colors and
designs and black of course) the printed ones are
ternfic!
4. Color — pink at the top followed by lime.
orange. turquoise and as always clean white. Too
much stress going on in the world, lets wear color
and feel happy!
5. The year of the pretty shoe! Splurge and buy
color, a little sexy with flower treatments, beads and
of course cushioned comfort. We have a great selection — new ones just arrived
6. Jewelry — bold and fun, large earrings. terrific
necklaces and the ever poplar bracelet — layering is
great! Try layering with your necklaces as well —
mixing two or three makes for added impact and
really shows off your main piece.
7. Jeans — Jeans and more jeans whatever your
body type — classic to edgy... we have them. Try
French Dressing for classic comfort and fit. Try our
Maker's USA for the extra edge with a lower nse
and washed out appearance. (Many of our regular
lines such as Bentley Arbuckle and Telluride have a
fashionable and trendy appearance. (They also
come in capri's or ankle pants).
Just seven reasons to shop the store that travels the
most, works the hardest, gives the best service. Free
alterations on non-sale items, delivery if you need
it. The best fashion advice to make sure you know
what's happening in the fashion world!
Winter is over — DK Kelley is blooming out with
gorgeous displays to show you the latest in fashions.
Join us for lunch Friday and see what 1 am talking
about. The weather is great. the apparel market was
jumping with business and people were buying in
anticipation of a great economy and a great seasor
Congratulations to Carolyn Parks who won ;hc
jewelry at our luncheon last Friday.
If you need a great pant suit for day or evening try
our great priced Adnanna Panel] — great fit and
style — perfect for many occasions.
Quote of the Week: "Gratitude is the memory of
the heart." Jean Baptiste Massieu
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion report.
God bless America. especially our soldiers and
their families. Silk Spa is back. It is great to keep
your hands smooth and soft. Use before applying
your tan from a bottle New HeautiControl colors in
lipsticks have arrived'
DK Kelley voted #1 I,adies Boutique

"Let There Be Light!- will be
Sunday, April 6, at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplace.
Lighting a room was not always
as simple as flicking a switch. From
sunlight to candles to kerosene
lamps, people have brightened their
homes in many ways throughout the
centuries.
Visit The Homeplace for an illuminating discussion of historic light
sources, and stick around to count
the "dips" as we create basic
beeswax candles at 2 pm.
The program is free with
Homeplace admission.
•

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen

Community
Editor

"Wild About Conservation" will
be the program at Woodlands
Nature Station on Sunday. April 6,
at 1:30 p.m.
Discover more about conservation efforts that affect native
wildlife during a guided tour of the
Nature Station Backyard. Find out
how bald eagle populations have
rebounded, learn more about our
endangered red wolves, and much
more.
The program is free with Nature
Station admission.
"Explorers of the International
Space Station" will be at the Golden
Pond Planetarium. Beginning in
April, program show times:
Monday through Friday, 12 noon, 2
pm; Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m.,
11 a.m. and 1 p.m., 2 p.m. and 3
p.m.
Leap forward to the year 2007
and travel with United States,
Japanese and Russian astronauts
and cosmonauts as they take command of the International Space
Station.
See what the space station looks
like, and learn about its important
scientific work and what it's like to
live on board. We'll also show you
how to locate the space station in
your own night sky and where to go
online to get Fly-over information.
For general information call toll
free 800-LBL-7077 or 1-270-9242000 OF WWW.I bLorg.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet Thursday
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet Thursday,
April 3, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church,'1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

Veazey and Overbey
Duke and Lucretia Veazey of Puryear, Tenn., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Audrey Lee Veazey, to Michael
Brian Overbey, son of Mickey and Nancy Overbey of Murray.
Ms. Veazey is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Paschall of
Puryear and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Veazey of Paris, Tenn. She is the greatgranddaughter of Glen Edwin Paschall of Hazel.
Mr. Overbey is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock and Mr. and
Mrs. Don Overbey of Murray. He is the great-grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Clark of Murray.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Henry County High School, is a current
student at Murray State University studying pre-pharmacy. She is planning
to attend pharmacy school in August of 2004.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a current student at Murray State University pursuing a degree in agriculture
business and accounting.
An outdoor wedding is planned for Saturday, May. 17, 2003, at 5 p.m. at
the Overbey's home. 717 Turner Road, east of Murray.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony.
Invitations are being sent to family and out-,of-town guests only.
Everyone is invited.

The following have reached gallon marks:
•1 gallon: Daniel Huffine, Jason
Burkeen, Ernest Jetton, Barry
Paschall, Robert Schornak, Jeff
Ballard, Wanda Suiter, Jeff Harrison,
Keith Travis
•2 gallons: Katherine Patterson,
Sharon Paschall, Kay Gupton
•3 gallons: Donald Edwards,
Victor Fromim

We offer Wedding Group Rates
Suitesfor the Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
Book your rooms today!

71,-)

1210 N. 12th St.

The

AIMMININIM

f

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

The board of the Calloway County Family Resource
Center will meet Thursday, April 3, at 4 p.m. at the
office of Calloway County Board of Education. The

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Friday, April 4, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library, 710
Main St. Murray. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant
moms(and dads)as well as former breastfeeding moms of any age are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., at 759-4746.

Need the perfect placefor all
your guests?

Murray, KY 42071

Board meeting on Thursday

Mother to Mother to meet Friday

Blood bank announces gallon blood donors
The Blood Bank at MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
pleased to announce the gallon
blood donors for their dedication in
giving blood.
Each of the following donors has
reached a milestone in giving the
gift of life, reaching a specific gallon mark in their personal history of
donating blood.

The Elderly Brothers composed of a group of nine
persons between the ages of 61 to 78 will be featured
at the Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday, April
3,from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House,
Chestnut Street,just east of Ryan Milk Company.
There is no admission, but a love offering will be
taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said a taped portion
of Glory Bound can be heard over Radio Station
WNBS on Saturday, April 5,from 10 to 11 a.m.

public is invited.

(270) 759-5910

sc MD44
4111t•.11\11 I•

THANKS FOR 20
GREAT yEARS1
April 1983 - April 2003
20th Anniversary Celebration

CLARENCE DOBBINS
Thursday Night, April 3, 2003
Unique Mexican Food • Cajun Specials
Deli Sandwiches • Salads • Soups • 13130
Full Bar • Specially Priced Lunch Menu

Re
tgar

Elderly Brothers will sing
at Glory Bound Thursday

Engagement

Monday-Saturday 11 a.m.-Midnight
1005 Arcadia Circle
270-759-8866

.4 gallons: Lawrence Graff
*8 gallons: Alton Swift
.11 gallons: Ricky Stewart
Help others in the community by
giving blood at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Blood
Bank. A blood donor must be at least
18 years of age, be in good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds, and pass
the brief physical and health history
exams given prior to donation.

BridalRegistrg
Mandie Appelt & Brad Jones
Kathy Barnes & Dusty Ninson
Amy Bell & David Hicks
Heather Blalock & John McConnell
Sunny Chen &Jeremy Edwards
Lacy Clapp &Josh McKeel
Kennette Cleaver & Chris Jones
Erica Cossey & Robert Livingston
Tammy Culpepper & Mitchell Tucker
Jessica Cunningham & Adam Nance
Emily Cutini & Efride Lynch
Stacey Darnall & Michael Galloway
Laura Davidson & John Oliver
Amber flood & Jack Henshaw
Toni Franklin & Terrill Parker
Rochelle Fuqua & \Ian l'uill
Courtney Griffiths & Vince Carter
Shanna Hensler & Gene McDonald
MJ. Huff & Richard Robinson
Mandy Keller & Ben Cecil
Brooke Lencki & Mark Kennedy
Tammy Linn & Josh Lovett
Rebeca Lozano & Scott Band
Laurie Marsala & Richie Kemp
Fnuicie McCuiston & Jack Smith
April Miles & Jonathan Guess
Holly Miles & Nathan McDaniets
Angie Myers & Craig Fuqua
C,ami Pierce & Kamm "Hoppy" Duffy
Allison Pryor & Brock Hammat
Whitney Quire & Eric Walker
Melissa Richardson &Jesse Band
Becky Sistrunk & Terry Billington
Lana Skudnov & Kevin Compton
Faith Taylor & Chris King
Emily Thomas & Andy Gupton
Erika Trenholm & Stephen Compton
Let Veazey & Brian Overbey
Amanda Williams & Sam Dick
Shaw na Wray & Derrik Edwards

Pieti
Chestnut St., Murray • 753-1851

Alpha Sigma Alpha event Friday
Alpha Sigma Alpha Social soromy at Murray State University will sponsor "Picnic Lane" on Friday, April 4, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Quad,
center of MSU campus. BBQ plate lunches and Picnic Lane cups as souvenirs will be sold. All proceeds will benefit Forget-Me-Not organization
which provides free counseling for child abuse victims and their families.
For information call 753-1100.

Area Technology Center plans open house
Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center, 1800 Sycamore St., Murray,
will have an open house and parent teacher conferences on Thursday. April
3, from 3:30 to 6 p.m. "Parents are encouraged to come and visit and talk
with the teachers and the general public is invited to attend," said Dennis
Harper, principal.

Watercolor workshop at Art Guild
"Experimenting with Watercolor," a workshop conducted by Norma
Lewis, former artist laureate of Clearwater, Fla., will be Monday and
Tuesday. April 7 and 8,at the Murray Art Guild. Participation is limited and
deadline for application is April 4. For information and reservation call 7534059.

Special stress class is scheduled

•

A Reflexology Certification Class is scheduled for Saturday, May 17, in
the Ohio room of Murray State University Curris Center. For information
call 753-8522.

MMS Committee plans meeting
Budget Committee of Murray Middle School Site-based Decision
Making Council will meet Thursday, April 3, at 3:15 p.m. in the art room.
The meeting is open to the public.

Garden Department plans meeting
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club wil meet Thursday,
April 3, at 1 p.m. for a business meeting and dessert at the club house. Later
the group will carpool to Beans to Blossoms for a tour with Suzanne
Cathey. Hostesses listed in the program booklet will be Paula Crouse,
Valerie Morris, Cynthia Newman and Margaret Taylor.

LifeHouse planning meeting Thursday
LifeHouse Care Center of Murray will have a special planning meeting
on Thursday, April 3, at 6 p.m. at the center. This will be planning for the
upcoming annual Walk for Life on April 26 at Calloway County High
School Track. For more information call Carmeleta Norvell, executive
director, at 753-0700.

Piano and vocal contests scheduled
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor piano
and vocal contests for middle school and high school students-of Murray
and Calloway County on Tuesday, April 15, at 6;30 p.m. at thE club house,
704 Vine St., Murray. Entry forms have been distributed to the choral directors at each of the middle and high schools. The forms have been mailed to
private piano and vocal teachers. The deadline for entry forms is Tuesday,
April 8. For more information contact Virginia Randolph at 759-2560 or
Gale Vinson at 753-5452.

Military services offer hotlines
Each of the Armed Services have established toll free telephone numbers
for family members of service members who are seeking assistance with
problems that may crop up while their loved ones are forward deployed.
These assistance services provide a "safety net" for family members of
active, reserve and natioaal guard soldiers, marines, sailors and airmen.
Numbers are as follows: Army, 1-800-833-6622; Marine Corps, 1-800-4336868; Navy, 1-800-372-5463; Air Force, 1-866-299-0596.

Boy Scout Troop 77 needs items
Boy Scout Troop 77 will be accepting donations for a yard sale in May.
For information contact Belinda DeMond at 753-9445 and leave a message.
Drop off and pick up will be available.

Boats and Tenders reunion planned
World War II RT. Boats and Tenders reunion will be July 30 through
Aug. 4, 2003, at the Hyatt Regency, Lexington, KY 48507. For further
information contact Duane Renville, TM! U.S. Navy Ret., Historian, P.O.
Box 424, Walhalla, ND 58282, or phone 1-701-549-2691.

Clag, AWEIRY SProws
FASHION JEWELRY • SOME STERLING SILVER
$3 to $25
Stop By and See Us at BENTON TATER DAYS
Lovett Park Community Center
Sat., Sun. & Mon. April 5-7, 2003
Open Daily 'til 5 p.m.
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Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start plan registration

Wedding

Murray Preschool/Head Start distnct free meal criteria.
Early Head Start applicants and
will have registration for three and
four year old children who will three year olds eligible for preschool
attend preschool classes this fall. must meet federal poverty guideThe Early Head Start program lines. Three and four year old chilwhich serves pregnant women, dren with disabilities will be eligible
infants and toddlers to the age of regardless of income.
three will also hold registration.
The program is free of charge to
This will be Friday, April I I, those meeting eligibility criteria,
2003, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the and there may also be a tuition
first floor of Murray State option for over income preschool
University's Alexander Hall (old children.
Special Education Building), North
16th Street.
Parents of children applying for
Applications will be taken at the Early Head Start or Preschool/Head
same time for three and four year Start must bring the following items
old children who are interested in for registration:
and eligible for Murray Head Stan's
Child's certified birth certificate;
full year, full day program, located Social Security cards of all family
at the Willis Early Childhood Center members; proof of income(2002 tax
on L.P. Miller Street.
return, W-2 form. K-Tap, SSI, child
A third location , the Ruby support, MSU grant/scholarship
Simpson
Child
Development info., medical card or insurance
Center, located on the MSU campus, card, and custody information if
will also serve Preschool/Head Start applicable.
children.
The Murray Preschool/Head
Eligibility is based on income Start and Early Head Start programs
guidelines.
are housed on the first floor of the
Four year olds must meet school Alexander Hall (old Special

Building) at Murray State
1.1 no.ers
1-or additional information call
762-3262 or 762-5438. For information concerning the Willis Center,
call 767-9229. For information concerning the Ruby Simpson Center,
call 762-3262.
Directions for parking for regis-

yawn day at MSU Alexander Hall:
When traveling North on 16th
Street, turn left just past the
Alexander Hall building onto
Calloway Street. Parking lots are on
the left side of the street.
The programs are accredited by
National Association for the
Education of Young Children.

Rhodes inducted into Phi
Theta Kappa Chapter
PADUCAH, Ky. — Joni Rhodes
of Murray was one of more than 40
students recently inducted into the
Phi Theta Kappa Chapter at
Paducah Community College.
Phi Theta Kappa is an honor
society serving two year colleges
around the world. Students must
have completed at least 12 hours of
coursework and have a grade point
average of 3.5 or higher in order to
be inducted.
In addition to gaining leadership
and netv.orking skills, all PTK

members qualify for a variety of
transfer scholarships.
PCC and West Kentucky
Technical College have consolidated to form West Kentucky
Community and Technical College.
A chapter representing the new consolidated college will be formed this
fall.

SUBSCRIBE
(270)753-1916

Mr. and Mrs. James Victor Fulton III
Lone Ellen Robinson and James Victor Fulton III were married
Saturday, Oct., 26, 2002 at Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Benton, with Rev. James Fulton Jr. officiating.
Music was provided by Christa Inmon. soloist, and Gina Brandon,
pianist.
Parents of the couple are Cindy Robinson of Murray and James and
Lenna Fulton of Benton.
The bride chose Amy Ross as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Emily Lasater, Miranda Robinson, Amy FultonMartin and Anne Fulton.
Flower girl was Audrey Inmon,
The groom chose Brad Bucy as best man.
Groomsmen were Jason Neale. Clay Cowan, Greg Martin and Cory
Carter.
Austin Ashworth and Will Lawrence were ushers.
Ring bearer was Tyler Inmon.
Heather May served at the guest register. Leigh Lawrence and Mandi
Robinson were program attendants.
A reception followed in the church's fellowship hall.
Servers were Holly Brandon. Susan Bucy, Erin Gordon and Jayme
Gordon.
The bride is a 1997 graduate of Logan County High School. She is
employed by Dumplin's in Murray.
The groom is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School and a
1998 cum laude graduate of Murray State University with a degree in
Occupational Safety and Health. He is employed at Atofina Chemical
Corporation in Calvert City.
The couple is residing in Benton.

Two more VITA sessions are set
Two more sessions are scheduled
at Murray State University during
the next few weeks for persons who
may need free help filing basic
income tax returns. The Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program,
better known at VITA, is operated
by student volunteers and sponsored
by the MSU department of accounting and Beta Alpha Psi.
The VITA office is located in
room 353, south wing of the MSU
Business Building. The office will
be open April 4 and 11 from noon-4
p.m. There is no charge for this
service.
VITA volunteers are trained by
the Internal Revenue Service and
offer free assistance to students,
senior citizens and low-income taxpayers who file basic federal tax

Help
10 stop
child
abuse.
Look for
the
upcoming page
to find out how.

return forms.
Taxpayers who would like assistance in filing should bring their
2002 tax package. wage and earnings statement (Form W-2) from all
employers, interest statenwnts from
banks (Form 1099), a copy of last
year's tax return if available and any
other relevant information about
income and expenses.
For more information call Dr.
Floyd Carpenter, VITA faculty
adviser, at 270-762-4193.

"Long distance relationships can work,
they just require a lot of talking."
r
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Cool Phones

Unlimited
Mobile to Mobile

MINUTES $29??,

Talk to each other for
FREE with FamilyTalk

Nationwide Long Distance Included

19??
per ackirtionat Familyfalk lirte, per month
with 2-year service agreement

on plans 539.99! or higher.

NOKIA
Ca-NIL-7m PW.P.,
'Other n-ionthly charges apply See nrIciv.

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

4

.

5000 Night & Weekend Minutes
Plus 300 Anytime Minutes

4.50%
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3O0°. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

(April, 2003)

itrritior

ti;"

Start Your Nights 2 Hours Earlier
Your Night and Weekend minutes start at 7 pm
instead of 9 pm for just an extra $7 per month.

cingular

e

Cingular Wireless is an Official
'•. NCAAs Corporate Champion
PART OF THE BELLSOUTH FAMILY

-To find the plan that fits you:
Cingular Wireless Stones

Call 1-866-CINGULAR

MADISONVILLE
30 N Main St
Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave

Click www.cingularcom

MURRAY
906A S 12th St

C'mon to any of our stores

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave.
5134 Hinkleville Rd.

ADVEFITTSEMENT

Reader Had Wrinkles
Loves New Discovery
DEAR PATTY: Remember when I
wrote you and told you how much I
hated
older...
looking
what with the wrinkles, crow's feet,
crepey
throat
and
dry,
aging skin. You told me in your
column about EB5 Facial Cream.
Well, I bought a jar and 1 wish you
could see how much younger I
look. It did all you said and more. I
love it and recommend it to all of
my friends.
- Delighted, San Jose, CA
DEAR DELIGHTED: I knew you
would like EB5 Facial Cream.
Letters of praise have flowed
from women of all ages telling
me .how wonderful EB5 is...
they- 1611nd it to be five creams
in one jar...a Wrinkle Cream..,
Throat Cream...Firming Cream

Express Locations

WAL-MART LOCATIONS

tMURRAY

@FULTON
607 N Highland Dr

0PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr.

Go MADISONVILLE

ot •1

MORGAN FIELD

()BENTON

0MAYFIELD

GI MURRAY
808 N 12th St

PRINCETON

A

PAVY
...24-hour Moisturizer., and Makeup Base.. all in one!
I'm told EB5 Facial Cream
is the #1 selling cream in
JCPenney's cosmetics department.
And it's a great value, one
jar lasting many months and sold
with Pharmacist Heldfond's
guarantee of satisfaction. And be
sure to ask about his other
discoveries. To learn more about
EB5 discoveries, call toll 'free:
1-800-929-8325 or visit their
website at www.eb5.com.

Corporate Sales

270-4440602

For Wre4•SS SVIM1Ce Inlorrnet,on
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Tigers no-hit
visiting Cards

Doherty out
at Carolina
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. k AP) —
North Carolina's basketball program ran on automatic pilot for
four decades under Dean Smith
and Bill Guthridge.
Fans and players took it for
granted that Matt Doherty would
continue the tradition.
But Doherty's
reign as the head
coach of the Tar
ended
Heels
Tuesday, his resignation bringing
an end to three
seasons of tension on and off
Doherty
the court.
"Guys were
frustrated and 't wasn't because
of the losing," said Rashad
McCants, one of the team's freshman stars. "It was mostly because
we had to go to practice every
day saying, 'Man, we've got to
deal with this guy.—
Melvin Scott. a sophomore. also
had his ups and downs with Doherty.
"I've been through a tough year,"
Scott said. "But I don't hate Coach.
I didn't want him to get fired.
But that comes with basketball,
man: Personally, I want what's
best for the university. Whatever's best to get this program to
where it used to be."
The team's failure to make the
NCAA Tournament in two of his
three seasons was secondary to
Doherty's inability to lead and get
along with players and UNC athletic department staff.
"It's not about winning and losing." athletic director Dick Baddour said. "It has not been and I
•ity that with great confidence. It's

hard to predict what might have
happened had.we gone to the Final
Four. I don't know. I had to play
with the cards that I'm dealt.
"It's difficult to follow two
coaches as successful as Dean
Smith and Bill Guthridge," he
added, "but Carolina is a basketball trust and the athletic director
and the head coach are charged
with maintaining that trust."
Baddour and chancellor James
Moeser portrayed Doherty as a
coach who failed to communicate
and connect with his players, and
was unable to move the storied
program forward with a 53-43
record in three seasons.
"The issue here is not basketball," Moeser said. "It's not wins
and losses or players running the
program. It's about leadership."
Doherty, 41, leaves with three
years left on a six-year contract
that paid him $855,000 a season
He will receive $337,500 from the
school, which will include $150,000
from the upcoming basketball camp,
Baddour said.
"Our responsibility has been
immense given the outstanding tradition of the University of North
Carolina," Doherty said in a statement. "I have always recognized
and taken very seriously the responsibility entrusted to us as a coaching staff. That responsibility extends
to our players and fans and ultimately to the tradition I have personally been a part of since 1980.
I continue to wish the best for
this program and this university."
Doherty's resignation came after
Baddour held a series of meetings with players and parents, some
of whom complained about the
coach's intense practices and drastic mood swings.

for Blake Rayburn and Brandon
Staff Report
Thunnond, who each pitched an
Murray Ledger & limes
Four pitchers combined to toss inning to complete the easy vica no-hitter as the Murray High tory. The Murray pitchers comTigers hammered visiting Mayfield bined for nine strikeouts and just
10-0 Tuesday five walks.
The Tigers, who pounded out
afternoon at Ty
nine hits, scored at least one run
Holland Field.
Senior right- in each of the six innings. Baust
hander Ed Baust led the way with three hits in
earned the open- four at-bats, knocking in two runs.
start, Nathan Williams went 2-for-4 with
ing-day
the two RBIs while Ryan Cobb added
blanking
Cardinals for the first two innings a pair of hits and an RBI.
MHS returns to action on Thursbefore turning the game over to
Blake Hoover for the third and day when it takes part in the threeday Milan Invitational in Milan,
fourth frames.
Tenn.
shutout
the
preserved
Hoover

?

Mayfield needs 11
to defeat Calloway
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
One bad inning was enough to
derail the Calloway County Lakers during Tuesday night's matchup
visiting
with
Mayfield.
The Lakers
(1-1) committed
five of their
eight errors in a
nightmarish 11th
inning as the
Cardinals turned a 5-5 tie into an
11-5 triumph at CCHS.
Calloway trailed 4-1 heading into
the bottom of the seventh inning,
but mustered a three-run rally to
send the game into extra innings.
Each squad scored once in the
10th to keep the contest going,
but Mayfield scored six unearned
runs in the next frame to walk
away victorious.

la
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & 1 Imes photo

HERE'S THE PITCH ... Murray High senior Ed Baust throws
a pitch to home plate during the first inning of Tuesday's
season opener against Mayfield. The Tigers used four pitchers to no-hit the Cardinals.

High School Tennis Preview

Girls squads play without aces

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger photo

BACK TO YOU ... Calloway's Leslie Wynn returns
the ball to her opponent
during a match on Tuesday.

"Leslie has been with us forO'Rourke, who said that Taylor
By MIKE OHSTROM
will be evaluated by a doctor ever, so I have confidence in her,"
Staff Writer
season-opening when Calloway returns from Spring O'Rourke said. "As far as the
Tuesday's
other girls go, we'll be in good
matches between Murray High Break April 14.
"She hasn't picked up a rack- shape, if not this year, then next
and Calloway County did not
begin with an April Fool's Day et or played since this summer, year and the year after because
joke for fans of the local prep and I don't think she realizes how they should show a lot of improvement."
rusty she's going to be."
tennis teams:
Murray, on the other hand, was
Junior Leslie Lynn, Taylor's
Each side's top girls' singles
player began the year on the side- replacement at the No. 1 singles already having to retool after losline as MHS won the girls' con- slot, notched the Lady Lakers' ing Sarah Rall, Mandy Brown,
test 7-2 and the boys'tilt 8-1 at lone victory Tuesday, defeating Megan Haverstock and Mallory
Murray State University's Bennie Murray senior Holly Gibbs 8-3. Rudolph — who formed the Lady
CCHS" other win was by default Tigers' top two doubles tandems
Purcell Tennis Courts.
— to graduation.
Calloway sophomore Kelly at No. 3 doubles.
But freshman Ellen Hayman,
O'Rourke is also intrigued by
Taylor, a qualifier for last year's
from Florence, Ala.,
transfer
a
natural
a
Miller,
Megan
senior
state tournament as the defending First Region runner-up in sin- athlete in both soccer and soft- stepped in nicely Tuesday with
gles, is out indefinitely with ball who is now trying her hand an 8-1 win over Miller, and seniors Megan King, Angela Oliver
at tennis.
injuries to both thumbs.
Carley Faughn and freshman
and
Tiffany
junior
Meanwhile,
miss
will
Murray
Meanwhile,
eighth-grader Blair Lane for a Capello, seventh-grader Shelby LeeAnn Hewlett dropped a comcouple of weeks with an ankle Webb, sixth-grader Clara Franklin bined two games in singles play.
King defeated Capello 8-0,
and freshman Brittany Lemons
injury.
"As a sophomore, I hope (Tay- have taken over the mantle left Hewlett shut out Webb 8-0, Olivlor) won't have a sophomore jinx." behind by graduated seniors Julia er beat Franklin 8-2 and Faughn
blanked Lemons 8-0.
said CCHS head coach Pete Franklin and Haley Lynn.

Lady Tigers fall to Flash
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
N.01 a single earned run was
allowed in Tuesday's pitcher's duel
between Lone Oak's Sarah McGregor and Murray High's Kaci Carpenter.
However, the visiting Lady Flash
(1-0) made the most of six MHS
errors in defeating the Lady Tigers
(1-1 ) 4-2.
McGregor went the distance for
'Lone Oak, striking out six and yielding four hits and one walk while
going 2-for-3 with an RBI single
in the fifth inning.
The Lady Flash only mustered
four hits and three walks against
Carpenter (1-1), who fanned three
in seven innings of work on the
mound. But Murray was unable
to finish off each Lone Oak rally
with the glove as the guests scored
all four of their runs with two
outs.
"Kaci pitcheil a great game. but

our defense let us down." said
MHS head coach Patty Patterson.
"But nothing has changed my mind
that we have a good defense —
(the players) just need to believe
that.
"(McGregor) also pitched a great
game, but we didn't put them in
the same situations that they did
to us."
The Lady Tigers had a chance
to draw first blood in the second
inning when Rachel Williams hit
a two-out triple to right field.
However, Williams was thrown out
at the plate while trying to score
on the play.
A walk and two errors on one
play led to Lone Oak's first tally
in the top of the third, and the
Lady Flash went ahead 3-0 in the
fifth on an error and back-to-back
two-out singles.
Lone Oak manufactured another store in the sixth on a walk,
a sacrifice bunt, a fielder's choice

and an error.
Murray pushed two runs across
in the sixth as Lacey Latimer hit
a one-out single and stole second
base. McGregor issued a walk to
Ashley Patterson, who went 2-for2 to pace Murray's offense, and
Latimer came home on an error.
A dropped throw by the Lone
Oak first baseman allowed Patterson to score, but with runners on
second and third, McGregor handled Lisa Thurman's sharp grounder
to end the threat.
The Lady Tigers return to action
Friday when they host Hickman
County.
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger phut,

YOU'RE OUT ... Murray High's
Rachel Williams is tagged out
at the plate by the Lone Oak
catcher during the Lady
Tigers' 4-2 loss to the Lady
Flash Tuesday afternoon at
MHS.

In doubles, Gibbs/King downed
Lynn/Miller 8-3 while Hayman/Hewlett aced Cappello/Webb
8-0.
"A lot of the girls are young
this year, but they are very competitive and they are willing to
work hard," said MHS head coach
Michael Conley. "We're not sure
of the extent of (Lane's) injury,
so she may be out for some time
rehabbing (the ankle), but she'll
definitely be one of our top players.
"(Hayman) played for her high
school team last year as an eighthgrader, so she's going to help us
out a lot, and we're counting on
Holly Gibbs to play very well
this year."
On the boys' side, Murray graduated Boone Lane and David Lee.
However, senior James Quertermous has picked up right where
he left off last year in moving

• See Page 9A

"We had several opportunities
to win the game," said Calloway
head coach Steve Smith, "but we
made several baserunning mistakes
and we had too many strikeouts
in key situations."
Sophomore Logan Schwettman
paced the Lakers' nine-hit attack
with three singles in six at-bats.
Brandon Steele followed with a
2-for-4 day at the plate.
Greg Ryan (0-1)took the mound
loss for CCHS. Taylor Thieke started the game for the Lakers, allowing just one earned run in four
innings of work. Austin McCuiston came on in relief, allowing
only one earned run in three innings.
The Lakers return to the diamond on Thursday for a varsityjunior varsity doubleheader at
Graves County. The varsity game
is scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m.
in Mayfield.

UConn, Texas
round out
women's
Final Four
By The Associated Press
Atlanta will have to find room
for two 800-game winners. Tennessee's Pat Summitt is headed
back to the women's Final Four
and Jody Conradt of Texas will
join her after a 16-year absence.
Defending champion Cannecticut and Duke also made it in a
field of favorites.
Connecticut, Duke and Tennessee all were No. 1 seeds in
the NCAA Tournament. Texas was
a No. 2 seed and got in by knocking off top-seeded LSU 78-60 in
the West Regional final Tuesday
night.
The national semifinals will be
played at the Georgia Dome on
Sunday, Connecticut (35-1) meeting Texas(29-5)and Tennessee(324)going against Duke(35-1), which
beat the Lady Vols 76-55 back
on Nov. 24.
Summitt, who has guided her
teams to six NCAA titles, will
make her 14th Final Four appearance with 820 victories, more than
any Division I coach. Conradt,
who has Texas in the Final Four
for the first time since 1987, isn't
far behind with 817 wins.
Connecticut is in for the fourth
straight year and will try for its
third title since 2000. Duke is
making its third appearance in
five years.
Texas will take a 17-game winning streak and an 'outstanding
low-post duo to Atlanta. Heather
Schreiber scored a career-high 32
points in the victory over LSU,
while Stacy Stephens added 14
points and 12 rebounds.
The Longhorns were one of
the nation's most prominent programs through the 1980s. They
slipped a little in the 1990s, then
became a force again after Conradt gave up the athletic director's job for the women's department in 2001 and concentrated solely on coaching.
Texas won the Big 12 regularseason and tournament championship and hasn't lost since a 7169 setback at Kansas State.
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Alexander named
new TSU coach

Representing

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Stab Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Montreal
1
01.000
Philadelphia
1
0 1.000
Atlanta
O , 1 .000
Florida
O
t .000
New York
1
O
000
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
1
0 1 000
Houston
1
0 1 000
Pittsburgh
1
0 1 000
St Louis
1
0 1 000
Cincinnati
1
O
000
Milwaukee
000
1
O
1
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Francisco
2
0 1 000
—
Anzona
1
1
500
1
1
Los Angeles
1
500
1
Colorado
1
0
1 1.'2
000
San Diego
0
2 000
2
Tuesday's Games
Houston 10, Colorado 4
Arizona 5, Los Angeles 4, 10 innings
San Francisco 8. San Diego 1
Today's Games
Montreal (Day 4-1) at Atlanta Ramirez 00), 6,05 pm
Philadelphia (WO 11.91 at Florida Pavan°
6-10), 605 p rn
Chicago Cubs (Clement 12-11 at N.Y. Mets
(Leiter 13-13), 6 10 pm
Pittsburgh (Wells 12-14) at Cincinnati(Dempster 10-13). 6 10 pm
Colorado (Cook 2-1) at Houston (W. Miller
15-4), 705 pm
Milwaukee (Rusch 10-161 at St. Louis
(Williams 9-4). 7:10 p.m.
Los Angeles (K. Brown 3-4) at Arizona
(Dessens 7-8), 7:35 p.m.
San Francisco (Moss 12-6) at San Diego
(0). Perez 4-5), 9:05 p.m.

BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
2
0 1.000
—
Baltimore
1
0 1.000
1/2
Boston
1
1 .500
1
Tampa Bay
1
1 .500
1
Toronto
0
2 .000
2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Kansas City
1
0 1.000
—
Minnesota
1
0 1.000
Chicago
0
1 .000
1
Cleveland
0
1 .000
1
Detroit
1
0
000
1
W•st Division
W
L PcL GB
1
0 1.000
—
1
1
500
1/2
1
1
500
1/2
0
000
1
1

Oakland
Anaheim
Texas
Seattle

Tuesday's Games
N Y Yankees 10. Toronto 1
Boston 9. Tampa Bay 8, 16 innings
Anaheim 10. Texas 0
Oakland 5, Seattle 0
Today's Games
Chicago White Sox (Colon 20-8) at Kansas
City (Affeldt 3-4), 1:05 p.m.
Texas (Thomson 9-14) at Anaheim (Ra.
Ortiz 15-9). 3:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Mays 4-8) at Detroit (Bonderman 0-0), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Mussina 18-10) at Toronto
(Hendrickson 3-0). 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Rodriguez 2-2) at Baltimore (Daal
11-9), 6:05 p.m.
Boston (Lowe 21-8) at Tampa Bay (Parque
1-4), 6:15 p.m.
Seattle (Moyer 13-8) at Oakland (Zito 235), 9:05 p.m.

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

GAME OF TAG

Murray State outfielder J.D. Merritt (17) tries to avoid being tagged by
Indiana-Southeast catcher Dan Romain after Romain dropped the third strike against Merritt. Merritt had a two-run homer in the Thoroughbreds' 12-3 rout of Indiana-Southeast
Tuesday at Reagan Field.

'Breds nower UD 12-3
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds hit four home
runs and allowed just three hits to rout visiting
Indiana-Southeast 12-3 and snap a six-game losing
Aid Tuesday at Reagan Field.
Four MSU (9-12) pitchers combined for 16 strikeouts in nine innings, walking four Grenadier batters.
Alex Stewart hit his second home run of the
season, a solo shot to open the second inning, while
Brett McCutchan belted his third homer of the year,
a three-run shot in the fourth inning and Bo Baxter and J.D. Merritt popped their first career homers

tor Murray State in the fifth.
The 'Breds scored in each of the first five innings.
plating two runs in the first inning, one each in
the second and third, three in the fourth inning and
five in the fifth. Indiana-Southeast (4-16-1) bunched
all three of its runs in the fourth inning.
Dan McAleavey went 2-for-3 with two runs scored
while Scotty Scott went 2-for-2 with a double. Garner Byars had a double with two runs, while Charlie Ward also doubled for MSU. Stewart scored two
runs for the 'Breds, while McCutchan had three
RBIs and Merritt had two.
Kyle Perry (2-3) got the win in relief for Murray State, striking out the side in the fifth inning.

I Tennis Preview ...
From Page 8A
ple last year in the region, and
into the Tigers' No. 1 singles posi- he's worked on his game a lot,"
tion, and junior Josh Dunn and Conley said of Quetermous. "It
senior Chase Lambert still reign looks like he'll be in the hunt in
as MHS' top doubles pairing.
singles in the region this year.
Eleven months ago, the unseed"Josh and Chase have played
ed Quertermous upset sixth-seed- together three years now, and
ed Chris Leeper of Heath 6-4 to they've done a really good job
reach the regional quarterfinals, as a doubles combination."
where he led No. .4 Vic Mazzone
In singles Tuesday, Quertermous
of Paducah Tilghman before falling beat Vincent 8-1, Dunn defeated
6-7 (7-4), 6-4, 6-3.
CCHS junior Daniel Dye 8-0,
Dunn
and
Lambert
also Lambert stopped Hernandez 8-1.
advanced to last year's regional junior Jonathan Chapman beat
quarterfinals. and they began the eighth-grader Tucker Adams 8-3
2003 season with an 8-0 win over and eighth-grader Steven Parker
Calloway's No. 1 doubles team 8-1.
of juniors Jared Vincent and Jason
Calloway eighth-grader Josh
Hernandez.
Price downed Murray senior Philip
"James surprised a lot of peo- Montgomery 8-6.

MHS picked up two more doubles
victories
as
Quertermous/Montgomery
beat
Dye/Adams 8-0 and Chapman/Parker shut out Price/Taylor 8-0.
O'Rourke's boys' squad is continuing its youth movement behind
Vincent, and Dye and Hernandez
are expected to make an impact
after moving from Springfield,
Tenn. and Miami, Fla., respectively.
"We have no senior boys, but
we should be a lot better since
we've started young," O'Rourke
said. "Jason and Daniel do have
a little playing experience; we're
going to take our lumps early, but
we might surprise some people at
the end."

Tennis
1.a d y Racers 6,
Tennessee-Martin 1
Tuesday at Martin, Tenn.
Singles — Melissa Spencer
(MSU) def. Eleanor Shearman 60, 6-4; Jaclyn Leeper (MSU) def.
Gayatri Ramesh 6-4, 7-5; Jennifer
Ward (MSU) def. Jeanne de Wet
4-6. 7-5(10-4); Ana Bakran(UTM)
def. Annette Steen 7-5, 6-2; Cheryl
Graham (MSU) def. Olivia Shipley 6-1,6-2;Tami McQueen(MSU)
won by default.
Doubles — Bakran/Shearman
(UTM) def. Leeper/Spencer 8-5;
Steen/Ward(MSU)def. Ramesh/de
Wet 8-1; Graham/McQueen(MSU)
won by default.
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• The West Kentucky Diamondbacks 11 -year-old competitive traveling baseball team is still looking for additional players for the 2003 season For more
information, call Terry at 270-247-2425
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2003 ANNUAL RACER REGATTA
DATE:

SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 2003

LOCATION:

-0,
Ips
Spectator site at
Kenlake State Resort Park

&Yr 4.
•

RACES BEGINNING AT 8:30 a.m. ',ADMISSION FREE
Participating teams from:
University of Tennessee
Vanderbilt University
Baylor University
Xavier University
University of Missouri at Columbia
Southern Methodist University
Wheaton College
University of Cincinnati
Murray State University

lirnleiter
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Are you tired of your propane supplier
price gouging you with $2 a gallon
propane gas every time it gets cold?
You don't have to take it or pay it. Give us
a call. We can furnish you a new tank, free
swapout and a much lower gas price.
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Kitchen
Cabinets
40% OFF
RETAIL

In. A

Roofing
Shingles
#2 Unwrapped
Dimensional

'I 99

$2

Sq.

700 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-9383

2x4 Econ.

Studs
$ 1 69

Doors

849

Large Selection
Of Vanities
Dealers in
And Tops!
Plywood. Lumber. Hardware.

From $

Doorc. Windows. Electrical.
Plumbing, Roofing.
Insulation, Paint, Ceiling Tile,
Kitchen Cabinets &
Complete Bathrooms

Ext. Wood

Siding
Starting At
$

469
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UI
UI
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SEAFOOD
aim ge 46.494 tenieane akketee

From $349

CC
141
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Our Catfish comesfront
Purchase Area Aquaculture Co-op.
locally grown

Paneling

The Most A
Paneling Under
New
Shipment Of "ftip One Roof In The I
Tubs And
5 State Area!
Showers!

(:VITIsI1 DEN
HALF PRICE

(11 • .18 18343W

Sponsored By

fltINCETON, Ky. — The Calloway County Lady Lakers couldn't have asked for a better start
to the 2003 season.
Sophomore pitcher Kalyn Fox
tossed a no-hitter and the Lady
Lakers'
bats
came alive with
four runs off
seven hits in a
4-0 triumph over
home standing
Caldwell County.
"I'm real pleased," said CCHS
head coach Tommy Greer. "We
put the bat on the ball, and Kalyn
did a great job on the mound. As
long as we're doing those things,
we're going to be all right."
The Lady Lakers (1-0) gave
Fox all the run support she would
need with a three-run third inning.
Jessica Greer provided the big
blow in the frame with a two-run
double. Lindsay Miller also added
an RBI single.
Calloway tacked on another run
in the sixth when junior Kathryn
Stalls reached base on a walk and
later scored to produce the final
margin.
Fox blanked the Caldwell hitters for seven innings, striking out
five while not allowing a walk.
Caldwell County was plagued by
four errors.
The Lady Lakers will take 10
days off before returning to action
on April 11-12 at a tournament
in Christian County. CCHS is
scheduled to play six games in
the event.

.
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practice rules violations by the
former staff.
The Tigers went 2-24, and on
Feb. 13, Phillips stepped in to
coach them for one game. They
lost to Austin Peay 71-56, but
they gave one of their best efforts
of the season.
The historic move came about
after interim coach Hosea Lewis
was suspended following a benchclearing brawl against Eastern Kentucky on Feb. 10. Nineteen players were ejected, and Lewis and
Eastern Kentucky coach Travis Ford
were suspended for one game by
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Phillips had promoted Lewis
from assistant to interim coach
after Nolan Richardson III resigned
Jan. 8. Richardson admitted bringing a gun to a Christmas night
practice during an argument with
Lewis.

9y 1*

NASHVILLE, Tcnn. (AP)
Teresa Phillips introduced Cy
Alexander as Tennessee State's
new basketball coach Tuesday
morning, then quickly took a seat
to let him start talking.
The athletic director said she
plans to remain in the background
from now on, leaving herself as
an historical footnote as the first
woman to coach a men's Division 1 basketball team.
"He won't officially start for a
couple weeks. We're still waiting
for final board (regents) approval
on some things, but I'm pretty
much through with it," Phillips
said,
Phillips hopes hiring Alexander, 49, of South Carolina State
will end the turmoil that embroiled
the men's team this past season,
which includes an NCAA investigation of possible recruiting and
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WWII Medal of Honor winner
finally gets 1936 Eagle badge

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo

NEW ORLEANS NORTH ... It may have come a bit late on the calendar, but that did not dampen any enthusiasm for West View Nursing Home in Murray as it celebrated Mardi Gras last
Wednesday afternoon. Residents were involved in several activities geared toward the event,
including an art contest that was judged by Murray Mayor Tom Rushing and members of his
staff who stopped by to join in on the fun. Mayor Rushing is shown with resident Mary Sykes.

By RON WORD
Associated Press Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Mitchell Paige
finally got his Eagle Scout badge Monday, 67 years
after skipping the ceremony for a career in the Marine
Corps that would include heroism in World War II and
the Medal of Honor.
The 84-year-old retired colonel received a standing
ovation as the badge was pinned to his jacket during a
luncheon at which about 200 mostly teen-age Eagle
Scouts were also honored.
"Thank you for this great honor. I will wear it with
pride everywhere I go," said Paige, his voice breaking
with emotion."My heart is overwhelmed with joy."
Paige earned the Eagle Scout award in 1936 but
joined the Marines before being awarded the badge. He
walked 200 miles from his hometown of McKeesport,
Pa., to Baltimore to enlist on his 18th birthday.
Paige never heard a word about his Eagle Scout
award, but had been assured the paperwork had been
sent to national Boy Scout headquarters.
Six years later. Paige was awarded the Medal of
Honor for holding off 2,500 Japanese on Guadalcanal
with a machine gun platoon of 33 men, all of whom
were either killed or wounded.
For years, Paige considered himself an Eagle Scout.
He said the values of scouting and his faith steeled him
against the challenges he was to face in battle.
Paige said over the years he has spoken proudly of
being an Eagle Scout and mentioned it in-speeches he

Routine osteoporosis screenings recommended by govt.

•

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Women 65 and older should he regularly screened for osteoporosis by
getting bone density tests, a government panel recommended.
The recommendation was issued
by the U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force, a panel of health
experts. The task force's last report
on bone-weakening osteoporosis, in
1996. said there was not enough evi-

dence to say whether routine screening is an effective prevention tool.
Since then, additional research has
shown there is a benefit, said Janet
Allen. vice chair of the task force.
Low-dose X-rays of the hip to
measure bone density generally cost
between $125 and $2(10. according
to the task force. Many insurance
companies will not pay for. the
screening. though Medicare will

cover the hip test every two years
for post-menopausal women if
ordered by a doctor.
The task force said getting the
test every five years is probably adequate for women with normal bone
density. Women at higher risk for
fractures
osteoporosis-related
should start getting tested earlier, at
age 60, the task force said.
The disease is more common

among women who are older, have a
sedentary lifestyle and a family history of osteoporosis, and are taking
estrogen. But many women do not
even realize they have the condition.
Osteoporosis affects 10 million
Americans — 80 percent of them
women — and leads to more than
1.5 million fractures per year,
according to the National Institutes
of Health.

made as a Medal of Honor winner.
A few years ago, Paige spoke to a gathering of Boy
Scouts.
"I told them I was proud to address them as an Eagle
Scout," Paige said.
After the speech, Paige said he was shown a book
that contained the names of everyone who had received
the Eagle award.
His name was not in the book.,
"I was shot down," Paige said.
Paige, who now lives in La Quinta, Calif., told his
story to a friend, FBI agent Thomas A. Cottone Jr. Paige
has been the liaison officer from the Congressional
Medal of Honor Society to the FBI, working on a project with Cottone to expose Medal of Honor impostors.
To date, more than 500 impostors have been caught.
Cottone, also an Eagle Scout, began investigating
Paige's case.
Paige's scoutmaster in 1936 had died, but Cottone
was able to find a classmate to verify his story. She was
at school the day it was announced the Paige had completed his Eagle Scout work and would soon be awarded his badge.
Cottone contacted officials with the National Eagle
Scout Association in Jacksonville. Paige's Eagle Scout
paperwork was approved last month.
"I can think of no greater event to promote the standards and ideals of the Boy Scouts of America than to
welcome this true American hero into the ranks of Eagle
Scouts," Cottone said.

Study: Silent strokes boost
risk of Alzheimer's disease
By The Associated Press
Symptomless, unnoticed strokes more than double the risk of developing Alzheimer's disease, according to a large Dutch study that suggests
many people could prevent the mind-robbing disorder by keeping their
heart and blood vessels healthy.
Elderly people who suffered tiny "silent strokes" — detected by an
MRI — had their mental function decline more sharply and were about
2.3 times more likely to develop Alzheimer's or other types of dementia,
researchers at Erasmus Medical Center found.
The study, the first major one on silent strokes, was published in the
New England Journal of Medicine. Experts say it indicates middle-aged
people should exercise, eat a balanced diet and quit smoking to lower
their weight, blood pressure, cholesterol and blood sugar level.
The work provides "very powerful confirmation" of evidence linking
narrowed blood vessels in the brain, stroke and Alzheimer's, said Bill
Thies, vice president for medical and scientific affairs at the Alzheimer's
Association.
In an editorial, Drs. John Blass and Rajiv Ratan of Cornell
University's Weill Medical College said the study and other evidence
indicate inadequate blood flow in the brain is an underlying cause of both
Alzheimer's and stroke — and that silent stroke may be the first sign of
Alzheimer's, not just a risk factor.
Silent strokes are fairly common in the elderly, based on MRI scans of
the 1,015 people aged 60 to 90 in the study, said lead investigator Dr.
Monique Breteler, head of the Erasmus center's neuroepidemiology
research group. The scans, performed in 1995 and 1996, found brain cell
damage in 217 people that indicated a silent stroke.

Stets Assistance Available
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Make an investment in you. Whether you need professional advice or want an account you manage
yourself, Union Planters will help you create the retirement plan that works best for you. If you are just getting
started or rolling over an existing 401(k), put yourself on the path to the retirement you've always dreamed of.
To start or review your personal plan, visit a Union Planters branch soon to talk with one of our investment
representatives or visit www.unionplanters.com.

A UNION PLANTERS

A.AFINANCIAL SERVICES

Annuities offered through Union Planters Insurance Agency, Inc. (or affiliates). Securities offered
through PFIC Securities Corporation, member NASD and SIPC, affiliates of Union Planters Bank, N.A.
Copyrrght 2003 Union Planters Bank. www.unionplanters.com
No Bank GuaranteTI

May Go Down tn Value
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Not Insured by any federal Government Agem v

RE.Johnson Theater
April 2, 3, 4,& 5 at 7 pm
April6 at 2:30 pm
For Reservations, call(270)762-4421
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Skin Cancer: Spotting The Signs

When you're young enough to take
serious preventative measures. you're usually too busy baking
and cavorting in the sun
to worry about skin
cancer. After age 40
(or earlier for some).
when various spots,
freckles, bumps and
growths begin to show
up on the skin, it's norHere's To mal to feel
Your Health anxiety.. and still not
Ry Catherine
too late to do something
Swills
about it.
Director of
Skin cancer is the
Marketing &
Planning at
most common cancer,
MCCH
affecting about 50 percent of Americans over age 65. Exposure
to sunlight is the major risk factor, and doctors believe the critical period for prevention is during the first 20 years of life. For

most of us, that means the damage ma>
already have been done.
The good news is that the vast majority
of skin cancers are not life threatening
especially if found early enough. Also,
through early detection, virtually 100 percent are treatable.
Only a doctor can distinguish between
the harmless spots and the cancerous ones.
It's your job. however, to be the detective
and report suspicious lesions to your doctor
while they can still be treated. The
American Cancer Society recommends a
thorough self-examination once a month.
When doing a self-exam it is recommended to start with your scalp and face;
70 percent of skin cancers are located from
the neck up. Skin cancer comes in three
basic types:
• Basal cell carcinoma, by far the most
common, is also the least harmful. It rarely
spreads to distant parts of the body and is

nearly always curable. If ignored. howevet% it can eventually cause severe damage to
underlying skin and bone.
• Squamous cell carcinoma, accounting
for about 20 percent of non-melanoma skin
cancers, can spread to other organs but
rarely does and is nearly always treatable if
discovered early.
• Melanoma is the most dangerous skin
cancer and must ideally be detected before
it has spread to other organs. Once it has
spread, the five-year survival rate is less
than 10 percent. Melanoma often occurs in
a pre-existing mole or a new one, and it can
occur at any age and anywhere on the body,
so constant vigilance is important.
I am a malignant melanoma survivor
and in my case the melanoma presented
itself as a light pink irregular blotch on my
back. So, if you have a spot that looks
irregular, whether it is a mole or a strange
blotch or freckle, make an appointment

with your family doctor or preftrably a dermatologist.
Identifying possible melanomas
requires knowing your ABCDs;
A is for asymmetry-the shape is irregular with one side different from the other.
B is for border - typically notched or
scalloped, like an island with many inlets.
C is for color. A melanoma is usually
dark-blue, black, red or brown-but tends to
have more than one shade or color.
D is for diameter. A growth measuring
six millimeters or more, about the diameter
of a pencil eraser, merits concern.
You could also add E for elevation. A
melanoma usually starts out flat but gradually becomes thicker and raised.
Most skin cancers can be successfully
treated, and self-examination is a simple,
inexpensive and effective way of spotting
them at an early and treatable stage.
Please remember to always consult your

physician if you spot an area of your skin
that concerns you and also remember that it
is never too late to protect yourself from
the sun's harmful rays.
For more information on MCCH
Physicians, call I-800-342-MCCH.
Murray-Calloway County has two
Dermatologists on staff at MCCH. For
treatment of skin cancer or to schedule an
appointment for an exam, please contact
either; Dr. John Bright, DO at 270-7599800 or Dr. David Outland, MD at 270759-4500.
Catherine Sivills is Director of
Marketing and Planning at MCCH
(References: Harvard Women's Health
Watch, Sept. 2002., Skin and Allergy
News, June 2002., Mayo Clinic Health
Letter Medical Essay, June 1998., Health
and Medicine Week, December 3, 2001,
Web-MD.)

Healthy eating
choices for youth
By GINNY HARPER
As we consider the future of our
children, we desire the very best for
them and will go to extreme lengths
to provide opportunity for them in
most every way. Healthy choices
and positive decisions for our children is an area where we as parents
may never feel we have done all we
can do.
Consider the choices we make
for our children and those that they
make themselves. Daily, our children might determine from the
school lunch menu what they will
eat. Be aware of your child's lunch
choices, and if they're not making
the wisest of choices at lunch.
encourage him/her to make other
choices in the cafeteria. The
schools would even be glad for you
to eat with him or her if they know
that morning and have enough food
prepared for additional guests.
"Even though healthy choices
are available daily in all our cafeterias, the students do not always
make the wisest choices," stated
Janice McCuiston, Calloway
County School's Food Services
Director. "Calloway County
schools spent over $3,000 on fresh
produce during the month of
March. Many children are choosing
w eat these healthy foods."
Another our children might be
making is in afterschool snacking.
Vending machines are available for
our students' use after school in
both city and county middle and
high schools. There are a variety of
foods in vending machines, some
of which are not the best of food
choices with high contents of sugar
and fat.
As parents, we can encourage
healthy snack choices at home and

school.
Finally, youth and adults may
have difficulty making healthy
choices when eating out at restaurants. There are some healthy
choices available. Learning to eat
the proper portion size instead all
that is given is another difficulty
for many of us. We somehow feel
guilty if we don't clean our plates.
The portion sizes in restaurants
have gotten larger. Asking for a
"doggy bag" is an appropriate practice if you are concerned about
wasting food. Help your children
know it's okay to stop eating when
they are full.
. The Youth Obesity Task Force
of Murray and Calloway County is
striving to address obesity for our
youth in a proactive manner. This
group meets monthly at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Wellness Center. The task force has
a variety of membership from mari
different parts of the community
that are concerned about children
and their health.
The task force is making action
plans to work together to meet the
needs of our youth, and has had its
membership meet with the school
staffs and school boards to address
issues that influence the decisionmaking process of our youth.
The task force will meet again
April 3 at 8 a.m. at the Wellness
Center Meeting Room. If this issue
is of interest to you,join us as we
strive to address this issue in a positive manner in our community.
Ginny Harper is the Calloway
County Extension Agent for 4H/Youth Development and a
Murray-Calloway County Youth
Obesity Task Force member

Men need to talk about depression
WASI4INGTON (AP) In a society that emphasizes men being rugged
and strong, it's tough for a guy to admit to being depressed, but the National
Institute of Mental Health wants that to change.
The agency, one of the National Institutes of Health, launched a campaign Tuesday to raise awareness that men, too, suffer from depression and
that they need to seek help.
About 6 million men have clinical depression. but research shows they
are less likely to seek treatment than do women. One result is that men are
suicide victims about four times more often than women. The ampaign
will not use actors, but ordinary people who had problems, the agency said.
Men tend not to recognize that some health symptoms may be caused by
depression. Signs of depression include irritability, poor sleep, loss of interest in work or hobbies, and withdrawal. Depression is often a major factor
in suicides.

Johnny W. Williams,KO.

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we have our
doctors. We have our nurses. And we have our Angels.
"Angels" are what we call the special staff we've

pampered before.

Office Nears Sy Appelatineat
1400-272-11477

)
For Lunch"

For Dinner/

massage therapy, if you want it.

Center for Health and Wellness

having a baby. Our Angels are just one way we

at a reduced rate. And we'll give

make sure your treatment is as special as the event.

vou a Miracle Moments Care Package full of goodies

But it isn't the only way.
What's for Breakfast?

and nutritional consultation, and

You'll be able to join our

After all, few events in life are more special than

511671ELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Coster
(270)251-4545

You'll receive prenatal and
postnatal support, lactation

trained to pamper new mothers like they've never been

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
.
Cataract & Laser Surgeon 41),
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
MOW Creditor Semi
(270)7534272

When You Have Your Baby Here,
Doctors, Nurses And Angels Will Attend Thee.

to take home for you, the baby, and the baby's Dad.

Because we'll put you in a private

wvrw.MurraTmenus.com

So it' you're thinking about adding

room where you'll also have the

Murray's only online menu source.
Over 35,000 hits. and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!
Kew oil chomp /nevus onkne nght cloud ah"
Avian's, The Big Apple, Los Portaies. Martha's
The Bull Pen. Tom's Gnu., Mr Gatti's & Sirloin Stockade

to your family, stop by to see us.

attention of doctors and nurses

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

who'll treat you like royalty.

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

And let us show you a heavenly
place to have your baby.

Miracle Moments Maternity Center
270-762-1425
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Judge refuses to block Fletcher
from choosing new running mate
Nunn
with
BY CHARLES WOLFE
hefore decidAssociated Press Wnter
ing whether to
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
the
appeal
judge Tuesday refused to issue an
denial of an
injunction to prevent Republican
injunction.
gubernatorial candidate Ernie
One of his
Fletcher from selecting a new runt.
Attorneys, Tom
ning mate to replace the disqualified'
of
Hectus
Hunter Bates.
Louisville,
Still to be decided is the basic
said he would
court case — the claim of a rival
Fletcher
try to bypass
slate, Steve Nunn and Bob
the Court of
Heleringer. that Fletcher himself
to the
directly
go
and
Appeals
for
ballot
the
off
should be booted
Kentucky Supreme Court if an
the May 20 primary election.
Franklin County Circuit Judge appeal was pursued.
Bates, of Goshen, was ordered
William L. Gfaham said they failed
to meet one of three requirements off the ballot last week. A judge in
for an injunction — a showing that Oldham County ruled in a lawsuit
they are likely to win at trial on their that Bates had lived for most of the
claim that Fletcher disqualified him- last six years in Alexandria, Va., not
self as a candidate by selecting a in Kentucky as the state constitution
running mate who was never eligi- requires of candidates for governor
and lieutenant governor.
ble to run.
Bates, a native of Whitley
"You have not convinced me that
worked for about three
County,
of
chance
substantial
you have a
prevailing on the merits," Graham years in a Washington, D.C., law
firm, then joined the staff of U.S.
said at a hearing.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky. Bates
courtthe
in
was
who
He[cringer,
that
unsuccessfully
room, said he wanted to consult argued

Alexandria was his "mailing
address," never his home.
Heleringer — the Nunn campaign itself was not officially a part
of the case — wanted an injunction
to prevent Secretary of State John Y.
Brown III from allowing Fletcher to
register a new running mate.
To do otherwise would be "the
functional equivalent of leaving a
blank in there and then allowing Mr.
Fletcher to come back and fill in the
blank," Hectus, the attorney, told
Graham.
As for Bates, "it can hardly be
argued that he was qualified in
January and unqualified in March,"
Hectus said.
One of Fletcher's attorneys, Brad
Cowgill of Lexington, said Bates'
disqualification was not a "condition of ineligibility" that existed at
the time he and Fletcher registered
as a slate.
Disqualification is a specific act.
Cowgill said. "The act of disqualifying occurred last week" with the
ruling by Oldham County Circuit
Judge Paul Rosenblum, Cowgill
said.

Campaign attacks
begin in Democratic
race for governor
LOUISVILLE, ky. kAP) —
Democratic nominees for governor
are beginning to attack one another.
In five seconds of Louisville businessman Bruce Lunst'ord's latest 60second television commercial,
Attorney General Ben Chandler is
accused of taking "dirty money"
from special interests. Lunsford. a
multimillionaire, is financing his
own campaign and.saying he won't
be obliged to contributors.
The commercial does not name
the interests, but Lunsford's spokeswoman did in an interview with The
Courier-Journal, signaling there will
be more detailed attacks on
Chandler. the acknowledged frontrunner in the May 20 Democratic primary.
Lunsford spokeswoman Maria
Partlow said the ad refers to a
Chandler fund-raiser sponsored in
December by Leonard Lawson. the
state's largest mad contractor. and
Ross Harris. a coal operator and
lawyer from Pikeville who was
indicted in March on charges of buying votes in a race last year for district judge in Pike County.
"We think that might create some

potential questions of ethics,"
Partlow said. "If you're the attorney
general and you're the top cop of the
state, and you're choosing to stay in
office while you're running for governor, it seems that you would make
every diligent effort to avoid any
conflict of interest, anything that
even remotely fell into that area, or
anything that could be construed as
perhaps not aboveboard ethically,
and Ben Chandler hasn't done that."
Chandler said in an interview that
he had returned Harris' $1,000 contribution. Harris and other defendants
in the case have pleaded innocent.
Chandler's campaign manager
said Lunsford has contributed to
Republicans, and warned that if
Lunsford continues his advertising
approach Chandler will make an
issue of Vencor Inc., the health-care
firm that went bankrupt under
Lunsford's management.
Lunsford's ad, and the charges
and countercharges in interviews,
strongly indicate that the escalation
will continue and that attacks and
counterattacks will dominate the
race, say veteran Democratic
observers.

BRANDI WILLIAMS/ Ledger 8. Times photo

PROCLAMATION ... Murray City Council member Danny Hudspeth and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins sign a proclamation accepting April as Child Abuse Prevention
Month in view of representatives from the Calloway County chapter of the American Red
Cross. Calloway County Family Resource Center, Calloway County ASAP, Homeland Security,
United Way, Calloway County Head Start, the Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority.
Calloway County Middle School Youth Service Center, Need Line, Gentry House. Little Laker
Family Resource Center, the Center for Accessible Living, Life House, Murray Family Resource
Center. the Purchase Area Developmental District, Murray State University, Court Designated
Workers. MSU Women's Center, and Western Kentucky Allied Services.

111EICS
Food Market

Prices Good April 2
thru April 8
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Good Food From Good Folks

1407 Main
My Phone 753-4682

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Kleenex Viva
6 Pk. Reg. Roll

Betty Crocker
71 oz

Paper Towels
$599

Complete Meals

Ritz Crackers
Reg., Reduced Fat, Wheat
14-1/2-16 oz. or
Easy Cheese
Cheddar, Sharp Cheddar, American

1Star Kist Chunk Lignt ater &

"linteAuthorized GE Showcase Dealer"
We Service All Major Appliances

212 East \lain St.• Nliirra, KY

Country Fresh

Skim Milk
$1 79

Tuna

3/99'

8 oz, 2P5°13

Have your
made your

contribution?
Don't miss out on one of two
great ways to save for retirement:

Lean Cuisine Selected Varietie,s

Maxwell House Selected Varieties

Cafe Classics

Coffee

, -10.91 OZ. Of 10-,2oz Bowls

2/$400

2/$501)

Prairie Farms

Selected Varieties

•Roth IRAs offer the potential for
tax-free income.

Margarine

$109
1 /2 gal

Blue Bc^ne Pen or Low Fat Spread

lb.59c

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Angus

Baby

Corned Swiss
Baked Ham
Beef Cheese
$199 $589
Iv
$489
Lb

Member SIPC

EdwardJones
Serving individual Investor. Since 187 I

Dwen's Best
Rotisserie

Chicken
$389

en s bes
Storernade

Bath Tissue
Powerade
Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Cat. Free Coke

1:.
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You can't afford to wan'

Eric Penniston
600 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7401
www.edwardihrws rom

Kellogg's Corn Flakes 24 oz..
Fruit Harvest 12.2-13.4 oz.,
Frosted Mini Wheats Bite Size 19 oz.

Kleenex Cottonelle

2% Milk

Larry Jackson
305 N. 12th St., Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4227

C

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
12 pk. $289
Sprite, Cat. Free Coke

•Contributions to traditional IRAs
grow tax-deferred and may be taxdeductible.

Call or stop by to make your
contribution today!

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

040

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
753-1586

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

.)wen s be's.
Honey Dippec

Ham Salad Baby Back Ribs
$ 1 89 $799

'299
99c
9'9°
ek)/
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Yellow 3 Vvee•
Pack of 3

Idaho
5 Lb Bag

Red
Seedless

Corn

Potatoes

Grapes

Onions

$ 19
Broccoli
Crowns

'
99
Golden Ripe

Bananas
4900
ery Rich.

'
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165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land Foe Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

193
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

$7.25 Column Inch, 60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
At Must Run Within 6 Dal. Period

$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (.uide)

$8.00 First Day. 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
ntrs foe Shopper IMon. Classifieds go into shopping Gutrle

112.410 extra fur blind hoz .d.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal

Notice

Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00444

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00005

NOTICE OF SALE

NICOLE CRISS,
N/K/A NICOLE TANKERSLY,AND
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF NICOLE CRISS
N/K/A NICOLE TANKERSLY,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-0035I

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK,AS TRUSTEE OF
IMC HOME EQUITY LOAN TRUST 1996-4 UNDER THE
POOLING AND SERVICING AGREEMENT DATED AS OF
OCTOBER 1, 1996, CIO FAIRBANKS
PLAINTIFF
CAPITAL CORP.
NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment of kale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 26, 2003,in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
April 14, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with
its address being 207 North Cherry Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A part of Lot No. 3 in Plat of the town of Murray, same being
511/2 feet running North and South and 1091/2 feet running
East and West and being just South of lot conveyed by O.T. Hale
to Grant and Sallie Gardner and Deed to same being now on
record in Deed Book 31, Page 182,in the office ofthe Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Subject to all Easements and Restrictions of Record.
Being the same property conveyed to Nicole Criss n/k/a Nicole.
Tankersly by virtue of Deed From Rob Stubblefield, et al., dated
November 28, 1994, and of record in Book 209, Page 318.
Calloway County Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 60 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner at the the time of sale 10% ofthe purchase price, and to
execute bond with good surety for the remainder, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in sixty(60)days. Alien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 4th day of March, 2003.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

THE BANK OF NEW YORK,
ACTING SOLELY IN ITS CAPACITY AS
TRUSTEE FOR EQCC TRUST 2001-1F.
NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

ROBERT HAYDEN,
RITA W. HAYDEN,
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.,
SEARS,ROEBUCK AND CO., ET AL..

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 26, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
April 14, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 1.437 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky,August 1991, located at the intersection of Green Plains Road and Third Street in the City of
Hazel, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land, said point being a #4 Re-bar set 20.00 feet North of the
centerline of Green Plains Road and 20.00 feet East of the centerline of Third Street;
thence, North 10 deg. 21' 04" East - 253.14 feet with the East
side of Third Street to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northwest corner
of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 89 deg. 11' 42" East - 228.89 feet with the Billy
Harrell South Property Line, Deed Book 171, Card 994, to an
existing post at the Northeast corner of the herein described
tract of land;
thence, South 2 deg. 14'24" East - 239.86 feet with the Hubert
Underwood property, Deed Book 152 Card 1359 and Laudell
Lowe, Deed Book 167, Card 1763 West Property Line to a #4
Rebar set at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
of land;
thence, South 88 deg. 45'42" West - 283.79 feet with the North
side of Green Plains Road to the point of beginning.

Beginning at the Northeast corner of a 13 acre tract owned by
grantor, and said beginning point being on the South right-ofway of Kentucky Highway 783(formerly Lon Filbeck Road), corner of Bobby McKendree (formerly George Lynville), at a stake,
and said beginning point being in a fence; thence South with the
McKendree line in the fence 3.25 chains to a stake in said fence
row; thence west 6.20 chains to a stake; thence North 3.25 chains
to a stake in the South right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 783;
thence East with the South right-of-way of said highway 6.20
chains to the point of beginning and containing two (2) acres,
more or less.

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Ricky
Harris, and .wife, Venita Harris, by deed from Gerald D.
Freeman, and wife, Jerrie Ann Freeman, dated April 9th, 1983,
of record in Deed Book 164, Page 995, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office. See also Deed of Correction dated February
10, 1992, of record in Deed Book 179, Page 1866, in the Calloway
County Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold for cash, or in the alternative, The Master Commissioner will take from the purchaser, onethird of the purchase price in cash, together with bonds (for the
remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments with good
and sufficient surety, bearing interest of 12% per annum from the date
of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 4th day of March, 2003.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This property does not lie within a flood prone area.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00420 "
STATE STREET BANK & TRUST CO.,
AS CUSTODIAN/TRUSTEE
VS.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sa!( entered by the Calloway Circul'
Court on February 26, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
April 14, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right-of-ways.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF.

RICKY HARRIS,
VENITA HARRIS,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT.SPOUSE OF
RICKY HARRIS, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF VENITA HARRIS, et al.,

VS.,

DEFENDANTS.

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF.

010

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

INTERBAY FUNDING,LLC
AS SERVICER FOR FIRST UNION NATIONAL
BANK AS INDENTURE TRUSTEE,
VS.,

010

010

010

010
LEMII

VISA

Robert Hayden, and wife, Rita W. Hayden, obtained title to the
above-described property by deed dated August 20, 1991, from
E.B. Knight and wife, Ruth Knight as recorded in Book 178,
Card 1906, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

DON FAUGHN,LEISA FAUGHN,
BANK COLORADO, NA,
UNION PLANTERS BANK, NA,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
SAM UNDERWOOD, WELLS FARGO BANK,et al., DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 26, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
MONDAY.APRIL 21.2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:

The aforementioned property shall be sold for cash, or in the alternative, The Master Commissioner will take from the purchaser, onethird of the purchase price in cash, together with bonds (for the
remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments with good
and sufficient surety, bearing interest of 12% per annum from the
date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days.
A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 4th day of March, 2003.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

The above described property is hereby transferred and conveyed subject to the restrictions, rights, easements and reservations contained in Plat Book 2, Page 95 on plat dated March 24,
1972.
•
Being the same property conveyed by deed from C. Stuart
Conover and wife, Sue Ann Conover, to Don Faughn and wife,
Leisa Faughn, dated January 26, 1985, and being of record in
Book 166, Card 1788, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
ofthe purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in two equal installments within thirty(30)days
of the date of sale. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 12th day of March, 2003.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

160

020

020

TRACT 1:
Lot No. 1 of Unit 2 of Cedarling Hills Subdivision as shown by
plat which is recorded in Plat Book 7, Page 1 in the Office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
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Notice

Help Wanted

REUNIONS? Graduation?
Mother's Day? Give a
copy of Calloway County
Pictorial.
Call
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
SANDRA D's Diner
Hwy 94 East

WANT to get rid of cold
weather blues: Fringe
Benefits Hair & Nails offering: Chair Massage, Fr,.
April 4th 9-5. 1 Day only.
Come on by to relax for a
15 min. massage only $10.
Call 759-1874.

ABT Associates. A Soca
Science Research Organ'
zation is seeking a survey
administrator to work in
local school beginning
April 14th. Must work 2040 hours per week for approx. 3 weeks. Salary

.We now have Baked
Potatoes and Decaffeinated Tea at Lunch
•New Dinner Special
Grilled Chicken with
Swiss Cheese and
Mushrooms
•For every Pink Gum bal.
you get out of our Gum
ball Machine you receive
a free kids meal

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Call 753-1916

Medicaid preferred Apply

in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Hwy 641 S

Benton, Ky 42071
EOEJAAE

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Seasonal SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
PART-TIME,
energetic help needed MARINA. needs store
Knowledge of plants re- clerk, run register, calculaquired Apply at Lagniappe tor experience, take reserNursery 2596 Bnnn Road vations for boat slips and
boat rental, fishing & boat(North 16th St.)
helpful
SEEKING Legal Secretary ing knowledge
with 3+ years experience Must be able to work
DRIVERS & 0/0.
Must apply in person at weekends and holidays as
Driver no loading zone 412 Tyson Ave. Paris, TN. scheduled- retirees welbeacuse you love to drive Please bring resume. come- seasonal work_ Call
Monday thru Friday 9 to 4
and nothing else. Earn up (731)644-2373
only, for application and into 38C cpm. No Loading or
terview schedule.
Unloading, No Forced NE
(270)354-6568
or Canada. Guaranteed
Home Policy, 2000 or
newer Conventionals. 1 yr
OTR exp., 23 yrs old
Class A CDL w/HazMat reShift managers and crew members for
quired. 0/0'S Welcome
all positions and for all shifts. Must
$1500 Sign-on Bonus
$500 w/1st dispatch Limitbe able to work days, nights and
ed Time Only. PTL 1-800weekends.
848-0405
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
accepting is now hiring for
afternoon LPN & CMA.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton Hwy 641
South Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE.

NOW HIRING

Apply at

FULL time position with
large Murray church. Responsible for building and
maintenance
grounds
Must be dependable and
able to perform basic reper hour and 36 pairs Competitive salary.
$12.00
050
insurance.
health
cents per mile, mileage re- no
Lost and Found
Please send application to
imbursement Call Pat
P.O. Box 1040-F. Murray,
Simon 888-306-3155
REWARD Lost Male.Tn
KY 42071.
Accepting Bids for painting
color Collie, New Concord
door
extenor
LPN needed Full-time in
Call 436-5232
Apply in person at
Medical Office. Send ReTHIS space is reserved
Calloway Garden Apts
with references to:
sume
come.
might
the day
Essex Downs
& Asthma Clinic of
Allergy
Your pet has strayed
270-753-8556
W. KY. 2957 U.S. Hwy
can't find its way home.
BRITTHAVEN of Benton 641 N. Murray, KY 42071.
has a opening for Admis
Just give us a call, well
PAINTERS Needed.
son Coordinator. A great
be glad to help.
painting contractor is
Local
eneropportunity for an
Your loved one we'll
recruiting expenence progetic go getter LPN.
try to find.
fessional painters. Must
knowledge of Medicare &
Cause we all have Furry
have at least 4yrs painting
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

060

060

060

experience Please call
753-6895 and leave message
PART-TIME fence installer Experience preferred
759-1519

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ri

CHOIR DIRECTOR
United
Methodist Church Responsibilities include..

Part-time position at South Pleasant Grove

'Providing general oversight of the choir and its
program.
'Maintaining effectise communication with the
church regarding the music program.
'Organizing and conducting weekly choir
rehearsals.
'Leading music during worship services.
*Working closely with the pastor in selecting
music for the worship services.
For more infOernation and a complete job des4--nplion call 270-753-9812 or send resumes with
references to:
P.O. Box 1040-P
NIurray. 101. 42071
77—
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For Sale

SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
The Annual Spring Brush Pick-Up has been scheduled for the city of
Murray. MI property owners should have brush ready for pick-up on
the following dates:

NORTH OF MAIN (East to West)
SECTION I - APRIL 7, 2003
SECTION II - APRIL 14, 2003

1

320
Apartments For Rent

& Supplies

2 Bedroom apartment,
$260 per month. $200
some utilities
deposit
paid WD available No
pets 767-9037

Wit

Ig

eMcts Mend

etercyclee & ATV's

1999 Honda Gold wing SE
50th Anniversary Edition
Pearl White w/Gold trim
3500 miles AM/FM Cassette CB Radio Two
Pear! White Helmets w/In[
11111 Appliances
2 Bedroom Duplex
tercom
One Owner, Mint
1300 A Valley wood Drive 2 Quarter Horses, Geldings, very gentle. 1 Grey. 1 Condition selling due to
FRIGIDAIRE upright freez $375 00 month 759-4406
health reasons
Price
Buckskin, both registered
er good for the garage
$14,500 00 Make an offer
$35 OBO (270)354-5078
2 Bedroom Duplex, Clean, Call 435-4201 after 400
(270 759-4160
190
P-m•
appliances 436-5685
ACE 5 Horse rear, tine tillFarm Equipment
2BR NEAR MSU
Used Cars
er 2 1/2 Year old Racking
Coleman RE 759-4118
Filly anti/. 753-0248
4FT Rotary tiller, fits trac
2BR , Duplex C/H/A
1978 LTD, 155,XXX miles
COMPLETE Tack &
tor with 3pt hook-up, like
Coleman RE 759-4118
1994 engine 34,xxx miles
Saddle Repair.
new, used twice $750
4br. Diuguid Drive Colemechanical condi
good
Oiling
Cleaning
&
753-4364
Services Offered
man RE 759-4118
lion, tires $600 00
Handtooled Custom
270
753-8643
Leather Work
EXTREMELY nice 2 BedMobile Homes For Sale
AFFORDABLE Mower re
Belts, Billfold, Holsters,
room Townhouse & Du•1996 Pontiac Firebird,
pair, tillers go carts, etc
Saddlebags & Purses
plex Coleman RE 7595 speed, 61,000 miles,
1984 Champion 14x60
Tuneup
Specials
1-866-746-5792
4118
$1,000 OBO 753-2168
Pickup/delivery. 436-2867
$6.000 Call (270)382HORSESHOEING
FORREST View Apart1996 Pontiac Grand Am
2642
Jason Hargrove
ments 1213 N 16th St.,
SE 68,000 miles, power AFFORDABLE Window
1994 14x70 Fleetwood
Cushions, Pil251-3675
now accepting applications
windows, tilt, cruise V-6 Treatments
Mobile home, must be for 2br townhouses, basic
lows, Home Decor items
425
$4,500 753-7366
moved $11,500
Also offering custom made
Land For Rent or Lease
rent $345/ month Call
1997 Toyota Camry LE.
436-2017
clothing
and monogram753-1970 Leave Mes117,xxx road miles, one
ming Sewing by Steven
DOUBLE wide & single sage Equal Housing Op- 47 acres, row or hay crop
changer,
powowner; CD
wide trailer, one acre of portunity.
located Buffalo and Blood er, air $5,800 OB0.759- 753-6361
land. All $40,000 negotiaALL CARPENTRY
River Road Call 753-2293 3175, 753-9004.
HAZEL Apartments
ble 767-0928
Homes, add on's,
Now taking applications for
91 Buick Park Ave. All the
430
RENT to own. 753-9866
garages,
1 & 2br units Rent based
clean
options
very
nice,
Real Estate
barns, decks,
pole
TRAILER for sale
on income Mobility impairmaintained
and
well
vinyl siding
1980 Alladin
ment accessible Phone
150,xxx miles $1,875. See
COMPLETE AUCTION
Home & Mobile Home
Good Condition
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
at 94 East at the 20 mile
repair
SERVICE
$4,500
10-12am TDD No
marker. 753-2079
Wayne Wilson
Water damage
489-6292
1-800-648-6056
Equal
master.
Road
92 Buick
Larry Nimmo
Real Estate Broker
280
Housing Opportunity.
$2,700 759-0127
270-753-5086
753-9372
Mobile Homes For Rent
NEAR University like new
Roger Stubblefield
753-0353
large 2br central gas heat/
Auctioneer
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
2 Bedroom, No pets. 753 air. Low utilities, quite.
270-527-2931
ROY HILL.
9866.
looking
for.
What you been
Septic system, gravel.
2 Bedroom, Water & Heat $410. (270)753-8828
white rock.
440
We Can Help!
REAL Nice 2br Apt. on
furnished, No pets
436-2113
Lots
For
Sale
Mission Valley Dr.
753-5086
Guaranteed
BRANDON'S Outdoor
753-5731
NICE 16x60 2br. 2 full
Services.
Credit ApproVal!
bath mobile home 4 miles
RED OAKS APTS.
LOTS for sale 3/4 acre
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
from Murray
Special
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)753-2592
(731)782-3221
S100 Deposit
(270)436-5277.
1BR From $280
SMALL 2 BR suitable for
CARPORTS Starting at
753-2222
1 person $175.00 month
2BR From $325
$675. installed. Roy Hill
556-6868
Call Today!
UworkUdrive.com (270)438-2113.
28
753-8668.
Cecil McLeod's
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
495
Small Engine Repair
VERY roomy 2BR. 2Ba
206/208 E. Poplar
753-9814
Vans
with garage, appliances
COUNTRY Living! 1/2 furnished, 1 year lease, 1
Phone # On Signs
CLAY'S Mowing
acre mobile home lots for month deposit. no pets
Mulching & More
98 Astro, AWD, loaded
rent, north of Murray 293- Call 753-2905
450
Days 871-7340
(270 759-0127
767-0035
0208 Days
Nights 762-0040
Farms For Sale
hts
Houses For Rent
CONCRETE
YORK 2 ton Air Conditioner $20000 753-6511 after 5 00 p ni

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
390
Livestock & Supplies

pendaililn -Care &mike

Total Laws Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establiskseit
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling *Weed Control *Mulching *Busko,,ging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work
Free Estimates
Bob Wallace • Owner
(2 7 0)75 3 64 9 1

SOUTH OF MAIN (West to East)
SECTION III - April 21, 2003
SECTION IV - April 28, 2003
SECTION V - MAY 5, 2003

I

losetiiCe•I

APRIL 14

II

APRIL 7
I

3-

-

530
Services Offered
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163
DOZER work & hauling
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
or 270-752-0871

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Flixit Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
‘‘ ill Do Insurance Work

Tired of the
run around?

-

May 5

1-800-CAR LOAN
(1-800-227-5626)

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE

APRIL 28
APRIL 21

t

All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked neatly in piles with
cuttings no more than six (6) feet in length or six (6) inches in
diameter.

2 Hunting Farms for sale.
2 Bedroom, C/H/A, Wash
1 located Lynn Grove
er & Dryer Hook-up, no
1 located Blood Rivarea,
nea
1 Bedroom apartment
Disposal of brush placed out after the scheduled dates for each area
pets $550 month + 1
er area. $850.00 per acre.
MSU,
No
pets
753-5980
deposit
753-2259
month
will be the responsibility of the property owners. THIS IS A ONE
(270) 534-9988 or 5561 Bedroom apartment, fur- or 527-8174
TIME FREE PICK-UP. Questions concerning this service may be
3576.
nished, near KY lake, no 3BR. 2 bath, C/H/A, 5
directed to the Murray Street Department by calling 762-0377.
460
pets 436-6105
miles northwest of town.
Homes For Sale
1 Bedroom apartments, all $600. pirno 489-2414
060
060
appliances at the Oaks
HAZEL 2br $300. a month.
Want to Buy
Help Wanted
Apartments Coleman RE
Deposit, lease. references. 1 1/2 Story, 5 BR, Frame
Help Wanted
759-4118
492-8526
House
Gilbert & 3rd
CASH paid for
SPONSORED
1 OR 2br apts near downHazel,
KY.
HOUSE for rent in town, Street
Dmeraransportation
good. used guns.
PROGRAMS
town Murray starting at
3BR. $375 00 month + de- $18.000 489-2174. 489SPECIALIST.
Benson
Sporting
Goods,
$200/mo 753-4109
MILES, MONEY
2363
posit, no pets. 753-5109.
Office of Sponsored Pro519 S 12th, Murray
1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2
AND WEEKENDS
THE Summit-Panama City
grams.
Murray
State
Uniheaters, air Bath, All appliance &
ELECTRIC
AT HOME!
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
versity Assist Director in conditioners, used carpet- Washer & Dryer (270) Beach, FL. Gulf- front
sq ft on 2 wooded acres,
Condo, sleeps 6, 11th
Flatbed ()TR Drivers
providing grant proposal ing, refrigerators and 753-7903 or 753-7813
quiet setting, North of Murfloor, 2 pools, arcade and
Needed Immediately
support to faculty/ staff. stoves. 753-4109
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
ray, 10x20 Front Porch,
more.
Beautiful
unit
waitwebsite at
See our
Apply at Mur Cdl Apts
•Weekend home time
12x12 deck 753-4690
ing for you. Must be 25 to
150
http://www,murraystate.
qireat pay and benefits
902 Northwood Dr
Leave Message
Articles
make
reservations_
I.D.
reedu/indir/hrijobrpt.htm for
•23rs old & I r()TR rey
Monday.
For Sale
quired. Call Julie at 767- 3 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths,
complete information. ApWednesday Friday
low utilities, in very nice
9199 for rates and save.
Maverick
plication receipt deadline•
Phone 759-4984
18 HP Husqvarna Riding
Sub-Division, 5 miles West
April 30, 2003. Equal eduTransportation
Housing
Equal
Mower, Hydrostatic autoof Murray. (270) 759-9899.
cation and employment
Storage
Rentals
Opportunity
matic drive, 2 years old,
1-800-289-11(8)
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
TDD
#1-800-648-6056
3 BR, 2 Bath,
like
new,
46"
cut,
CALL TODAY'
employer
Brick, Corner lot,
$1,250 00 767-9740 after 1-2, 3br apts. furnished, CREEKVIEW STORAGE111.IVcock
Lots of extras
near MSU 753-1252 or $20-$40 On Center Drive
090
6:00
Behind Tom's Grille
Built in 2000,
753-0606.
Domestic & Childcare
•2 New Recliners, Navy
759-4081
Great location
*
1 br apartment, furnished
Blue
[)risers
759-4762
'IOC
HUGE 30x60 shop, storA Woman's Touch Home •Iron & Brown Wicker ,nei Sii otoltfloc.
Company Drivers Are
3BR,
2
1/2
Bath, Gas Fireage only, private driveway
and Business Cleaning Chest of Drawers. T.V.
Our TOP Priority!
Super location. just a few place. 2 Car Garage.
Service 16 years Experi- Stand and Desk
Tub, Large
ence Call Sue (270) 4361BR apt available, all ap- miles from town on Coles Whirlpool
753-4190.
Great Pay. &
2216.
•4 piece Bedroom Suite, pliances furnished Mur- Campground Rd. Great for Deck, Campbell Estates
Miles!'
house boat, camper, farm $142,000. 759-5286.
Cal Realty. 753-4444
A-1 House Cleaning Call Dark Wood.
machinery, or business 402/404 S 6th Street
Priority Transportation
NICE 2br furnished apt
small
Pink
•Couch.
Blue
Linda 759-9553
seeking storage Call at Great rental investment,
C/H/A. Close to MSU
flowers. Call 759-9921
1-800-388-2479 FOE
TAKING Registration for after 4pm
night. 753-8117.
Coleman RE. 759-4118
recently updated with (2)
-*
Daytime and Afternoon 5 pc. outdoor Glass Table
living quarters. 753-8181.
Child Care, Nana's Place and Chair set with cush753-0589.
759-2524
DTA\ Crs
ions. $100 OBO GE Dryer
5373 St. Rt. 121 S. 3BR, 2
TUTORING
OWNER
$30 753-9661
Bath, older home w/recent
Teacher
Certified
D.G. Landscaping
updates. $67,000.
OPERATORS
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
All ages /subjects
& Nursery
753-0589/753-8181
You have the
30 years teaching
Market Place
CANTERBURY, 4BR. 2.5
experience we need,
experience
2938 St Rt 94E
bath, 2640sf, Liv,, Din,
Home School assistance
Opening March 28th
We have the
Den W/FP, Large fenced
Free Consultation
Bring
stability you want
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
backyard $154.000 1523
Now registering for
this ad receive $3.00 off
-Central Heat and Air
•
to 844: pm
Beckett Dr
summer
$15.00 or more purchase
Accepting Applications
*Paid Base Plates
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
767-9585.
Limited 1 coupon per
'Desired Home Time
sale Lynnville KY area
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
WILL clean up after new customer Expires 03/31/03
382-2600
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
*Bedding Plants
Call Us At Priority.
construction, remodeling,
NEAR KY Lake 1 Bed•Vegetable Plants
Transportation
before and after renters,
MURRAY
Store
and
Lock
room,
1 1/2 bath, 1.67
•Aquatic
Plants
floors, windows. ect
•1BR on Campbell St
presently has units availa- acres, 2 outbuildings
1-800-388-2479
•Produce
Valerie 436-5914
•1br on Chris Dr.
ble 753-2905 or 753- $ 4 4
9 0 0
Cell # 748-8970
120
EOE
•2br, 1 bath on Wiswell
7536
http.//128 173 184 249/hou
Computers
Rd
se/ (540) 626-6169
FIVE
gorgeous
prom
.2br. 1 5 bath on
dresses
Sizes
4,
6,
7-8
TM
NEAT, Clean ready to
DOCTOR P.C.
Cambridge Dr
Like
new
and
never
worn
move in 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2
house
calls,
diWe make
.2br furnished on 16th St
Grossing kV
bath, gas heaVair new
agnose and treat home in this area $75 each .2br 1 bath on Glendale
I -,1/1- l NUTS
roof, storage building.
hiring market!!! computer systems. Spe- 753-5310
\\ \ II \111.1-:
Rd
large lot, great location,
cializing in Virus infections
Apartnice,
large
All
very
Seeking Experienced
753-3853
1615 Belmont Drive 759system FOR Sale Stock Soapbox ments will all appliances
and
general
Flatbed Drivers
9360
health. We'll have your Derby car stored inside including washer & dryer.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
computer back on it's feet $250 Call 759-3248 after Call for available dates.
-Base pay up to 33c
REDUCED!!!
*Inside climate control
in no time (270) 382- 5pm
-Other earnings
NICE older home 2br, 1
759-5885
storage
STRAW for sale
2510 (866)853-9034
bath large shop in county
potential beyond base
•Security alarmed
$2.00 bale
Call before 9pm $60,000
pay!
*Safe
&
clean
Large Selection
759-4718 Night
474-0202
•Family owned, family
•We sell boxes!
753-4582 Day
USED
oriented!
SPACIOUS 4 Bedroom,
•We rent U-Hauls
LAPTOPS
•Home twice per week
2 5 baths w/Living Dining
753-9600
& weekends"
Family
Room
and
Keller's
Screened in porch and
Computer Place
fenced yard make this
4364933
..wo,[11111SPOITIPON,
home perfect for a young
Asking
family
price
MDM COMPUTERS
Call 877.724.4554
$146,000 Call Ted or DiA+ Certified Technician
for detail,
ane at 767-9278 for apOn site service
119 Main • 753-6266
pointment
759 3556
Check us out
140
Want to Buy
on the Web!
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
WANTED Riding Mowers
www.murrayiedger.com that need work 436-2867
Please No Phone Calls

$$ Rented $$

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283

Neon ,Reach
M n 1-Storage
\

VA40/111111151 VILLt

NIED4-SAVE

EASTSIDE

50% SAVINGS

STORAGE

ON PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION
CALL (270) 761-1502
Murray, KY

FREE PALLETS

1990 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat Super cab, no rust, no
dents, topper, uses no oil,
a good one! $3,500,let's
deal 753-6505
1995 Toyota Tacoma Regular cab Excellent condition
Days
559-3215
Nights 759-1928
2000 Black Extreme, S-10
short bed 90,00 miles,
nice $6,500 OBO
759-4762
2000 Chevy 3500 1-Ton
Dually, 6 5 L Diesel, Auto.
104,xxx miles $18,500.00
559-1874 or 753-7925

Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks. Patios.
Free Estimate.
(270)435-4619
CONCRETE Finishing,
Sidewalks, Driveways,
Ect_
Over 25 years experiences
759-3229
LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

We Make Your Yard Smile
(270)759-8007
(270)519-6424

Tom NANCE
GENERAL

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194

CONTRACTING
994-0388

767-9036

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors.
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

1992 Glastron. 20 ft, 4.3
V-6 Chevy engine. cuddy
cabin. lists $8,500, will
sacrifice $5,500. 7598458

A
affordable
hauling,
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out sheds,
gutters, junk, tree work
Tractor work, landscaping,
plowing ect 436-2867

'Pk

;
4;I:::
44
0NcP

Boats & Motors

853-1172
THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
Murray
www thegoldentouch us

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry No job too
small. (7311247-3015
JIM Pondscaping, Water
Garden Koi and Goldfish
ponds Designed, built,
and maintain
Free Estimates
759-9793
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Lbuver doors / shutters
'No job too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
T & W Roofing
30 years experience
753-8369

Commercial & Residential

1990 26 fl, 5th wheel extra
nice, clean_ $6.500. OBO.
753-3993

1995 Stratos 201 Pro XL
with 200 hp Johnson Motor. Garaged kept. Lots of
extras. Call 753-0487 after
5:30 p.m. or Daytime 2930249.
D&L Marine Consignment
Sale Boats and Campers
210-4174
FOUR Arms Runabout16 ft- 140 hp- OMC Inboard- Chevy 4 cylinderski's- 1988- excellent condition- walk through windshield- $4,900 759-0120
or 210-0877
530
Services Offered

731-247-5422

TERRY'S LAWN CARE

93 Ford Ranger splash,
Loaded, good condition,
83,xxx miles $3,800 OBO
under book Value
753-1525
510
Campers

A 28 ft 5th wheel camper
fully equipped in excellent
condition located at 216
North 13th Murray. $6,250.
753-4731

Ma.tercald Accepted

Quality References Available
rERA!.•IC, TILE • CC).!P TILE •'11%
L1.1
C..

L•

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
Ex
753-7728
.7728
37N

WE DO!e ov.,

I

Visit Our Showroom Today
0
-r
•
110.41,1lY

1-1f1 Mlles Routh of Mum to Tom Taylor Road RIM 1500 yards.
5r_ERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
Hwy.

LOTS FOR SALE
Starling at 512.500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

BARROWS
Lama Et Lotaimasels.
Landscape Installation & Maintenance
Lawn Mowing•Sodding
- Service Contracts Available It or ,our camplefr landscape & lawn cane"
Phone

759..8705
836.-7389

Cell Phone

Owner: Landon Borrow

••

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Home Impraverned Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
Be Here
For Only
s250°° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy

VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. V:sa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

SCHINDLER S
Lawn Service
Reasonable rates
759-4188

*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

Order by ll a.m. &
pick up next day.

'Brick 'All External Cleaning

David Borders

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

We now manufacture Buy direct

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes

530
Services(Awed

530Service$ Offend

Roofing Metal

"We Specialize in Cleaning

WEDNESDAY, APRIL? 2003

753-5827

SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia, KY
(270) 328-8488

MILLER'S Lawn Service
Push or ride
mow lawns
759-5234
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experi,nce Gerald Walters 7532592

TILD Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming.
Other services available.
Quality service at
affordable prices.
Call for free estimate.
753-0462 or 395-9915.

WANTED
Yards to Mow
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale

1

YARD Tech
Full Lawn Care
Mowing, landscaping
437-4407
RUBBISH/ Junk Removal
we'll haul almost anything_
from attics to basements &
barns, odd jobs. Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583
NEED A HANDYMAN?
Call Tony Knight 753-7495
or 210-7662. Small Construction, Metal work. yard
work, remodeling. Laminate flooring, and LOTS
more. Need help? Please
give Tony a call. (Has lots
of great references )

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Cluahty Doesn't Carry A High Price

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB!

and
tellers Are
Just A Melt
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Connect with the right people when
you use our e-Classitieds Whether
your buying or selling, there's a
place for you in the e Classifieds

Murray Ledger & Times
www.murrayledgercom

GAUGE

SALE

MIES

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles, turn right,
Wright Rd. - 1-1/4 mile on lett.
China cabinet, dresser, chest, desk end &
coffee tables, dryer, stroller, playpen high
chair, A C , Red Wing crock & jug, pottery,
books, records, toys, dishes. pots & pans,
silverware, comforters, sheets, pillows.
electric skillet, coffeemaker, old vanity, dining table, old Johnston 10 h p outboard
motor, vacuum cleaner lots more

HUGE
YARD SALE
10 FAMILIES
Thurs., April 10 &
Fri . April 11
Sizes 0-3X. lots of
household items,
4 Seasons
Restaurant
parking lot.
Hardin. KY.

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Horoscopes
understanding. Listen to this person.

to your options. Know what is doable.

Know what you want. Find experts.
Don't hesitate to reveal more of what you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, April want. Tonight: Take your time.
3, 2003:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22).
Success is your middle name this year. **** You might not understand
You have the ability to pull a rabbit out of everything you hear, as you could be so
a hat. Though you might not be sure of excited about what goes down.
what you want and where you're going, Excitement surrounds your life, especialopportunities drop in your lap. Your pop- ly a key friendship. Humor helps you
ularity peaks because you're lively and relax with a specific associate you care a
full of fun. Allow your creativity to come lot about. Think success. Tonight: Say
out more frequently, stimulating various "yes" to being a duo.
projects, situations and relationships. SCORPIO (Oct: 23-Nov. 21)
You gain financially as well. If you are **** You receive good news about
single, wave goodbye to that status. A your career. What you thought might not
romance could be quite significant. If be an option proves to be one. You have
you're attached, a relationship will blos- much to celebrate. Take this opportunity
som because you're both willing to add to move in a new direction. Your humor
more to your relationship. TAURUS takes you down a new path. Others
helps you make money.
express their admiration. Tonight: Sort

Tonight: Off to the gym.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Express your imagination and
creativity when handling an associate
and a key project. Just because you set
something as a problem doesn't mean
someone else does. Work with a partner
who specializes in seeing possibilities.
You don't always need to be in charge
Tonight: Play the night away.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** What had been a problem
within a relationship ceases to be. You
might not be sure about what is the best
way to proceed. A new friend or present
suitor lets you know exactly how he or
she feels. Take time to celebrate.
Tonight: Smell the flowers. Enjoy your
life.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-sg 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I -April 19)
***** What has been on hold could
break through and become a viable project. You have much to smile about. Good
news and opportunity mix together.
Discover what really. is available to you.
Open up talks in a more upbeat manner.
Tonight: Add more spice to your life.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Make the most out ofan opportunity that could impact your domestic
life. Ask for more of what you want from
a roommate or family member. If there is
a new purchase you have been holding
back on, the time is now. Tonight: Happy
at home.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
***** You're full of fun and liveliness, drawing many to you. Though you
might not be sure about what you ultimately want, you have a unique opportunity to explore and discover. Thinking
about buying a new car? The time is now.
Tonight:'Out at a favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A money matter that has been
put on hold could suddenly become a
reality. You laugh and relax, and are less
worried about a partnership and its direction. Realize more of what you want by
simply putting it out to the universe.
Excitement surrounds a friendship
Tonight: Your treat.

through your invitations.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

*** Dig into work, but don't be surprised if office gossip presents a surprising option. You know that anything is
possible. Laughter surrounds a trip or
perhaps someone at a distance. Be open

***** Speak your mind. You finally
receive the type of rewards you want.
Hours of hard work pay off in an unusual way. Realize more of what you want
through verbalizing. In the next few
months, be more weight and diet conscious. Tonight: At a favorite spot..

KIDS KREW
Constructive
Learning Center, Inc.

ZURICH
Flow does your 'insurance policy protect
you during the peak shopping seasons?
Zurich has tailored insurance programs
specifically designed for the retail industry all
combined in one broad policy.
. Seasonal coverage increases on property
•
limits
• Business income loss protection
• Employee dishonesty coverage
• Multiple billing options
• Responsive, efficient claims service
While we can meet the needs of almost any
retail business, we specialize in:
.
•
•
•
•
•

• Paint, wallpaper
Bakeries
Book stores
and walk-ovcring
Florists
stores
Gift shops
• Cosmetic.
Jewelry stores
toikiires and
Optical goods stores
perkime stores

Call us today to find out how Zurich can help
make your job more manage-able.

WILLIS INSURANCE, INC.
2111 N. 5th St.• NItirra. kS 421171 • 270-753-8485 • email: infowillis-insurance.com

www.murrayledger.com

f31D Whitnell
Now Openings For Ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

ao

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others look to you for leader-

ship and direction. You know what works
and won't hesitate to ask for just that.
Your sense of humor takes you in a new
direction. Laughter and fun follow you as
Jupiter goes direct in your sign. Say
"yes" to opportunity. Tonight: A must
show.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Trust your sixth sense, especially
as it could take you in a new direction. A
child or loved one demonstrates unusual

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

BOW-1W Ill

ATTENTION
BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY

IA

Turn your scruffy puppy into a
well-groomed pooch with a visit
to our salon.
BATHING
CLIPPING
GROOMING
NAIL TRIMMING

EAR CLEANING
DETICKING
FLEA BATHS
MEDICATED BATHS

We offer a full line of quality

Professional Groomer
Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

(270) 753-6749
Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.west,
:idevet.com

Chevron commercial and industrial
lubricant products.
Chevron

Quality Lubricants . . .
• Bulk and Packaged Lubricant Products
• Antifreeze
• Winter Additives

LET'S COMPARE

7̀bo
itistif
.
ils
(ye,.
Pr,/
t/es,

1.

SUPPLY PRICES AVERAGING 30-40" BELOW RE TAIL

2.

LARGEST OFFICE EQUIPMENT DEALERSHIP IN WESTERN KY

3.

COMMERCIAL CONTRACT AND KENTUCKY STATE CONTRACT PRICING ON
TOSHIBA COPIERS

4.

ELEVEN FACTORY-CERTIFIED TECONICIANS ON STAFF TO SUPPORT
YOUR EQUIPMENT
CONTRACT INTERNET ORDERING

6,

FREE DAILY DELIVERY.

WITH THE UNCERTAIN ECONOMY, LOOK TO THE DEALER THAT WILL ASSURE YOU
A COMPLETE PACKAGE OF VALUE AND SUPPORT,

Since 1914
www.hdhappy.com

270-247-5912
800-858-0492

Jeff Cruse

Office Technology Specialists

Nlatt Co( 111,111

1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY 42066

Your Full-Service Fuel Source . . .
• On-Site Delivery: Gasoline, Low Sulfur Diesel,
High Sulfur Diesel & Kerosene
• Bob Truck & Transport Deliveries are Available
• High Sulfur (Off Road) Diesel available at our Paducah
Paducah Plant (old E.M: Bailey building)

ving ALL of Western Kentucky
SMA
with Quality Service
Give Us a Call Today!

(270)441-9609
(888)422-8474,ext. 113
• Newcomb Oil Co. • 705 Caldwell St • Paducah •
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please give me
some encouraging words about lurnbosacral degenerative joint and bone
disease. It's confined mostly to my
back, hips and knees but is rapidly
governing my life because of stiffness
and chronic pain. I can't have surgical
repair, due to my diabetes. Will I continue to deteriorate?
DEAR READER: I wish I could give
you encouragement about the aging
process but I cannot. Degenerative
joint/bone disease simply means that
you are weanng out: The joint spaces
are thinning and roughening, the
bones are losing calcium and their
ability to support your weight. To my
knowledge, no one has yet discovered
a way to retard these ravages of age.
Nonetheless, much can be done to
maintain your independence and
relieve your symptoms of pain and
stiffness, which are caused by a combination of inflammation and
bone/joint stresses.
Anti-inflammatory drugs (Vioxx,
Bextra, Celebrex, Naprosyn and others) can help you maintain mobility and, most important, allow you to
sleep at night. Also, physical therapy
(hot packs, massage, range-of-motion
exercises, ultrasonic treatments and
so forth) can be very beneficial. You
must remain as active as possible in
order to prevent weakness, "frozen"
joints and muscle contractures.
Surgery is not always the answer,
although some forms of joint replacement (notably, hips and knees) produce miraculous results in many
patients. Back surgery should, in my
opinion, be reserved only for the most
severe cases of spinal arthritis in
which nerve damage is a complica• tion.
If you have unsuccessfully tried the
non-surgical methods I described, you

/ FEED N,
THE NEED
First Sunday of
the Mouth

United Way

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I am a widow who
lives alone. My problem concerns
door-to-door solicitors. They seem to
be at my door all the time. With all
the scams and violent home invasions I read and hear about, I go
into a panic when I open the door to
find a stranger standing there.
When I hear my doorbell ring, I
like to assume it's one of my neighbors or their kids — so I open up. I
don't want to be rude and not
answer and help out my neighbors
whose school-age children might be
selling candy for fund-raisers or
going door-to-door with Girl Scout
cookies. I love supporting their
causes when I am able. But how
should I react when it's not someone I know?
Today there were some pretty
shady-looking characters on my
porch asking to come inside and
steam-clean my carpets. Have you
any advice on how I can politely but
firmly get rid of solicitors so I can
feel safe in my own home? Thanks,
Abby.
AFRAID TO FIND OUT
WHAl"S BEHIND DOOR NO. 1

prosa. y s ou a consi er surgery.
The fact that you have diabetes is not
a contraindication. An orthopedic specialist can advise you about the pros
and cons of joint replacement. Look
into it. If your local specialist is put off
by your diabetes, ask for a referral to
orthopedic super-specialists in a
teaching center.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My last three
annual mammograms showed what
appeared to be a benign mass. Should
have the lump biopsied?
DEAR AFRAID: First of all,
DEAR READER: Probably not.
never open your door without
If you have a breast lesion that has first checking to see who is
not changed, by mammography, in there. If this means having a
three years, and if the radiologist is peephole installed in your front
convinced that it has no X-ray fea- door, it will be money well.
tures (such as sprinkled calcifica- spent. If the person standing
tions) to suggest malignancy, you there is a stranger, don't open
needn't have a biopsy.
the door.
On the other hand, if the X-ray
Second,people who go around
interpretation is equivocal or if your neighborhoods selling services
doubts
primary care physician has
that haven't been previously
about the benignity of the mass, you ordered, or merchandise that
should proceed with biopsy — "just fell off a truck," are usually
whether or not the lump has changed scam artists and should be avoidin size.
ed at all costs. Caveat emptor (let
Let me add a cautionary note. If you the buyer beware)!
have a family history of breast cancer,
display no other evidence of benign
fibrocystic disease and are worried
DEAR ABBY: "Concerned Mothabout the possibility (however er" wrote that she wants to move
remote) of breast cancer, I'd urge you because her neighbor, "the Wicked
to have a biopsy. The procedure (nee- Witch of the West," likes her dogs
dle biopsy under ultrasound guid- better than "Concerned Mother's"
ance) is safe, takes only a few min- children.("She ignores the innocent
utes, and — if normal — will remove greetings of our children, which
lots of stress from you and your doc- hurts their feelings. ... I worry what
tor. Frankly, I'd rather recommend a a person so filled with anger may be
biopsy that proves negative than to capable of.")
advise no biopsy and then, years later,
May I politely suggest that not
kick myself in the butt because you everyone wants other people's chilhad breast cancer. Please follow your dren bothering them? I realize that
physician's/gynecologist's sugges- "Mother" believes her children are
tions in this matter.
the salt of the earth and her world
revolves around them. However, I'm

cp•inn Ics
,> 140W ARE 1-14E MUSIC
LESSONS GOING,ELMO'P

HE FINALL-V
TOOK THE
COTTON
OUT OF
HIS EARS

I'M EVEN
STARTING
TO IMPRESS
MY MUSIC
TEACHER

ATM
Of ROMANCE!
FRILLS At40
FLORALS

a middle-aged, childless single
woman who works hard all day juggling two difficult jobs The last thing
I want to deal with when I get home
is someone else's children. In the last
place I lived, my next-door neighbors
sent their kids into the hallway at
night to play cricket and couldn't
understand why that bothered me!
Your suggestion that "Mother"
instruct her children to leave the
neighbor woman alone is a good one.
However, advising her to add that
there is something wrong with the
woman ("explain that the neighbor
is troubled and unhappy") fosters
bad manners. It should make no difference to the kiddies why they are
to leave that woman alone. It should
be enough for them to understand
that the neighbor doesn't wish to be
bothered. The sooner they learn that
not everyone thinks they "hung the
moon," the happier they will be.
KATE IN TORONTO
DEAR KATE: The parents of
the cricket-playing kids in your
hallway were responsible for
the racket — not the youngsters. The little ones were just
doing as they were told. I'm
printing your letter because it's
true that not all adults relate
well to children.(W.C. Fields
was an example of that.) However, it's safe to say that most
adults do. But sometimes even
the kindest and happiest people
don't like to be disturbed.
***

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
***

***
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DEAR ABBY
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10 years ago 1
Murray High School Coach
Mark Etherton has been named
"Speech Coach of the Year" for
Kentucky by the National Federation of Speech and Debate. MHS
Team placed second in the state
tournament at Bowling Green.
Published is a picture of 15-yearold Chip Spencer enjoying his
spring break from school by jumping his three-wheeler over mud
mounds behind Sinking Spring
Cemetery. The photo was by Staff
Photographer John P. Taylor.
Births reported include a boy to
Steve and Kristi Jaco, Feb. 17; a girl
to Katherine and Ronnie Sadler,
March 25; a boy to Donna and Carl
Tolley and a girl to Rhonda and Joel
Tracy, March 28; a girl to Tammy
and Kelly Couch, March 29.
20 years ago
Highway officials are replacing
yield signs with stop signs at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Highway
80 at Hardin, where at least 117 accidents have occurred in the past
two years.
The Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs
of Murray High School were
awarded Triple A ratings, the top
recognition received by only eight
clubs in the state, at the Kentucky
Youth Assembly held at Louisville
and Frankfort. Club sponsors are
Kent Barnes and Mary Ann Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Freeman were
married 50 years March 4.
30 years ago
Calloway County Health Department has announced plans for some
regularly scheduled cervical cancer
(Pap test) screening clinics, accord-

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Stop, Look and Act
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+932
A K 43
•J 10 8
•A Q 5
EAST
WEST
•Q 7 6 5
46A J 8 4
II 1Q9
V J 76 2
•K 3 2
•7 6 5
+97
49,J 10 4 2
SOUTH
•K 10
VQ85
•A Q 9 4
4K 8 6 3
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1•
Pass
1 IP
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — four of spades.
Bridge is not played M a vacuum.
Many decisions by declarer are
based on bids and plays made by the
opponents, and not just solely on the
26 cards he sees in his own hand and
dummy.
Consider this case where West led
a spade against three notrump. EastWest were known to be playing
fourth-best leads. Declarer won
East's queen with the king and could
count eight sure tricks: three hearts,
three clubs, a diamond and the spade
already won.
There were three ways to try to

develop at least one extra trick
immediately: play for a 3-3 heart
break; play for a 3-3 club break; or
try a diamond finesse.
There were two ways to proceed.
South could test hearts and clubs,
and if neither suit broke he could fall
back on the diamond finesse. (This
approach would have failed in the
actual deal, West scoring three
spades, a heart and a diamond for
down one.)
The other possibility was to enter
dummy and take a diamond finesse
without first testing hearts or clubs.
(This method wins in the actual deal,
since West scores only three spades
and a diamond.)
Declarer chose the second
approach and made the contract.
South based his decision on the fact
that West had led the four of spades,
presumably his fourth-best card in
the suit. This meant West had three
spades higher than the four, but it
also meant he could have none lower,
since the deuce and three were in
dummy. Therefore, the diamond
finesse could be taken in safety.
It can be argued that West might
have had more than four spades and
decided to lead the four as a falsecard. Choosing a line of play then
would boil down to knowing if and
how often your opponents deviate
from their agreements. As we said,
bridge is not played in a vacuum.

Tomorrow: The one and only way.
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By I he Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 2,
the 92nd day of 2003. There are 273
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 2, 1917, President Wilson asked Congress to declare war
against Germany, saying, "The
world must be made safe for democracy."
On this date:
In 1513, Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon landed in Florida.
In 1792, Couress passed the
Coinage Act, which authorized establishment of the U.S. Mint.
In .1865, Confederate President
Jefferson Davis and most of his
Cabinet fled the Confederate capital
of Richmond, Va.
In 1932, aviator Charles A. Lindbergh and Dr. John F. Condon
turned over $50,000 in ransom to an
unidentified man in a New York
City cemetery in exchange for Lindbergh's kidnapped son. (The child,
however, was not returned, and Was
found dead the following month.)
Five years ago: Shaking their
fists in rage, thousands of mourners
marched in a funeral procession in
the West Bank for a top Hamas
bombmaker (Mohiyedine Sharif)
hailed by Palestinians as a martyr
and condemned by Israel as a terrorist.
One year ago: Israel seized control of Bethlehem; Palestinian gunmen forced their way into the
Church of the Nativity, the traditional birthplace of Jesus, where
they began a 39-day standoff.
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ing to R.L. Cooper, health program
coordinator.
Nadine Turner, director of nursing at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, hs been named to the Kentucky Board of Nursing Education
and Nurse Registration by Gov.
Wendell Ford.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Thurmond and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Trimble,
March 27.
40 years ago
Calloway County Schools will
end their current terms on May 29
and no make-up will be necessary
on Saturdays to compensate for the
days lost because of bad weather.
But in order to teach the required
175 days, it will be necessary to
have school Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of the week set aside
for spring break, according to Supt.
puron Jeffrey:
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Ray Roberts and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Alexander.
50 years ago
Billie R. Andrus, F.A., U.S.
Navy, is serving on the Aircraft
Carrier Kearsarge, homeported at
San Diego, Calif. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus.
The sophomore class of Kirksey
High School will present the play,
"It's A Date," tonight, April 2 at the
school. Cast members are Shelba
Bazzell, Janice Cain, Betty Johnson,
Teddy Beane, Charles Coleman,
Billy Smith, Eugene Robertson,
Linda Hurt, Shelby Parker, Maxine
Jones, Sue Culver, Charlotte Riley
and Barbara Doores.
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